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Jangwon Lee

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

FROM HUMAN DEMONSTRATION VIDEOS

An important goal of intelligent systems is to carry out human-like actions, either alone

or in collaboration with a person. Instead of requiring professional engineers to explic-

itly program these behaviors, systems could instead learn them automatically by observing

videos of humans demonstrating the tasks. However, this is challenging due to the large

number and variety of actions that people perform in the context of dynamic and uncon-

trolled real environments. For example, people may carry out the same action differently,

or react differently to the same situation. Moreover, many human behaviors have complex

movements that are difficult to observe accurately.

In this thesis we describe novel computer vision approaches to observe and learn ac-

tivities from human demonstration videos. We specifically focus on using first-person and

close up videos for learning new activities, rather than traditional third-person videos that

have static and global fields of view. Since the specific objective of these studies is to

build intelligent agents that can interact with people, these types of videos are beneficial

for understanding human movements, because first-person and close up videos are gener-

ally goal-oriented and have similar viewpoints as those of intelligent agents. We present

new Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based approaches to learn the spatial/temporal

structure of the demonstrated human actions, and use the learned structure and models to

analyze human behaviors in new videos. We then demonstrate intelligent systems based on

the proposed approaches in two contexts: (i) collaborative robot systems to assist users with

daily tasks, and (ii) an educational scenario in which a system gives feedback on their move-

ments. Finally, we experimentally evaluate our approach in enabling intelligent systems to
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observe and learn from human demonstration videos.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 THESIS OVERVIEW

We often learn new skills for various reasons, from moving into a different field of work, to

staying up-to-date in a rapidly changing world, to having new and different experiences, or

to learning something new just for fun. Observing and imitating a teacher’s demonstration

is often the best way to learn new skills. However, sometimes we are not able to have an

instructor with us. In such cases, watching a teacher’s demonstration videos can be an

effective alternative, because it does not constrain geographical location or time. Moreover,

it has the additional benefit of being more student-centered, so that students can choose

the most relevant videos and learn at their own pace.

This thesis is based on the hypothesis that a learning strategy incorporating video

demonstrations can also be beneficial for intelligent agents (i.e., robots). If an intelligent

agent could autonomously learn a new skill by watching demonstrations itself, it would not

require human experts to explicitly program the skills nor would it require human teachers

during the learning process. This avoids human labor to repeat the same action multiple

times (potentially hundreds or thousands of times), for example. Furthermore, this learning

style enables end-users without any professional engineering background to teach intelligent

agents.

In this thesis, we propose to use human demonstration videos as a teaching resource for
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training intelligent systems to interact with people and their environment. To be specific, we

focus on using first-person or close-up videos for teaching intelligent agents new behaviors,

rather than using traditional third-person videos. This helps the intelligent agent learn

the teacher’s actual behaviors, because it places the agent in the teacher’s perspective; this

type of video implicitly captures the teacher’s own field of view and encodes attention and

intention of their behaviors. Therefore, the intelligent agent can learn where to look to

imitate the teacher’s behavior and how to react according to its visual input thanks to the

similarity of its field of view to that of the first-person videos. Nevertheless, this approach

has some challenges such as low-quality videos due to camera motion, and the difficulty of

capturing the overall intention of the teacher’s behaviors: since the viewpoint prevents us

from observing the teacher’s whole body and their surrounding environment. However, this

type of video tends to be more action-focused, compared to third-person videos which tend

to have a global view of the scene, we thus can learn more fine-grained actions.

This dissertation presents new Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based approaches

for learning new skills from first-person (or action focused) human demonstration videos.

These are data-driven approaches that rely on training datasets, so we first collect human

demonstration videos according to various application scenarios. We consider two specific

applications of intelligent systems: (i) interactive robots for helping users with daily tasks,

and (ii) tutoring systems for giving feedback on a learner’s performance. We then introduce

new models to capture the spatio-temporal structure of the demonstrated human actions in

the videos. Next, we present novel approaches for transferring the learned skills from the

demonstrations to robot actions, to help intelligent systems respond appropriately to their

sensory input and application scenarios. After that, we evaluate the proposed approaches

in terms of perception accuracy on test sets of collected demonstration videos. Finally, we

evaluate how well intelligent agents successfully learn the desired behaviors through user

2



studies.

1.2 HUMAN DEMONSTATION VIDEOS

In this thesis, we use human demonstration videos to learn various activities for build-

ing intelligent and interactive systems. Our learning approach is based on the research

paradigm of robot learning from demonstration (LfD), which attempts to enable robots to

autonomously learn new tasks from observations of human demonstration. This concept

has recently attracted interest in robotics (and particularly for service robots) because it al-

lows end-users to teach robots by simply showing how to perform tasks that fit their needs

in their own environment, on demand [5, 9]. Another advantage of LfD is that it allows

intelligent agents to learn new tasks in novel situations faster than traditional engineering

approaches, which require manually programming each task.

However, there are drawbacks associated with the use of LfD in the field of robotics.

First, little attention has been paid to considering how to learn new tasks without real

physical robots. Most previous studies require hardware platforms to learn control policies

for the tasks from robot demonstrations, which makes it impractical for use by everyday

concerns well who do not have this equipment. Moreover, previous work also often requires

that end users have substantial expertise with the control systems of the robots, that which

also contradicts the main principle of LfD. Third, learned knowledge is mostly hardware

dependent, and therefore difficult to transfer to different types of robots. Finally, previous

research tends to overlook the amount of time required for end-users to teach new tasks

to their robots. They usually need to show the same demonstration multiple times to

generalize each task.

This dissertation proposes a new methodology for learning activities from human demon-

stration videos without a physical platform like a real robot. This learning strategy is hard-
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ware independent, and thus the learned activities can be transferred to different types of

intelligent systems with proper scene and task representations. In addition, end-users of

the system do not need to be physically co-present with the robots for teaching new tasks.

There are practical challenges and constraints for training intelligent agents solely based

on human demonstration videos. For instance, new learning methods are required to adopt

the learned knowledge from demonstration videos for providing physical services. However,

this research can draw from, and generate fresh insight into, the related fields of artificial

intelligence to use demonstration videos as training resources for learning human activities.

1.3 MODELING HUMAN ACTIVITIES

1.3.1 HUMAN BEHAVIOR UNDERSTANDING

Understanding human behaviors in videos is essential for building a wide range of intelligent

systems such as autonomous vehicles, intelligent surveillance systems, automatic analysis

software for sports, etc. A considerable amount of literature has been published on human

behavior recognition and analysis in the computer vision community [11,51]. This is a broad

topic and must not only consider action recognition like detecting gestures and interactions,

but also scene context. Nevertheless, as a starting point, in this thesis we focus on human

action recognition to understand and learn the activities from videos. For this reason, in

this section, we briefly introduce some major human action recognition approaches among

the topics of human behavior understanding.

Human Action Recognition

A key aspect of recognizing human actions in videos is how we model the spatio-temporal

structure of human movement. Thus a variety of recognition methods have been suggested

to derive the spatio-temporal structure of an event, from low-level appearance based ap-
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Figure 1.1: Extracting the spatio-temporal structure of events in videos. Top row shows the mesh
feature and a sequence of extracted features which are used in [119]. Bottom row shows STIPs
features and detected features in a sequence of image in [59].

proaches (e.g., Motion History Images (MHI) [10] and Spatio-Temporal Interest Points

(STIPs) [59]) to high-level representation based models (e.g., using long-term trajecto-

ries [95], Bag of Correlated Poses (BoCPs) [117], and hierarchical approaches like Context

Free Grammars (CFGs) on top of low-level features [48]).

For example, Yamato et al. published pioneering work in 1992 which used the ratio of the

number of black pixels to the background white pixels in a mesh as a scene representation

[119]. After extracting human pixels from the background image, each frame of video is then

interpreted as a symbol based on the scene representation. Finally, they applied Hidden

Markov Models (HMMs) on top of a sequence of those symbols to recognize videos of people

playing tennis. In 2003, Laptev et al. reported a new feature to extract spatio-temporal

interest points that encode temporal information jointly with spatial features [59]. It is

designed to find a high variation of image intensity in x, y, and time dimensions in a video,

which can be interpreted as a video version of local features like the Scale-Invariant Feature
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Figure 1.2: The difference between 2D convolution (left) and 3D convolution operations (right)
in [112]. The output of 3D convolution operation is another 3D volume that contains temporal
information about input videos.

Transform (SIFT) [73] which attempts to find interesting key-points in an image. They

applied this feature for pose estimation of walking people in an outdoor scene.

More recently, literature has emerged that applies deep learning based approaches to

represent the spatio-temporal structure of human behaviors [49, 112, 116]. One study by

Du Tran et al. introduced a new deep learning based feature for video analysis [112].

Instead of applying a traditional 2D based convolutional network on videos, they suggested

a 3-dimensional convolutional network to capture temporal information along with spatial

signals. Fig. 1.2 illustrates the difference between 2D convolution and 3D convolution

operations; the 3D convolution network computes convolution operations in time as well as

space, so the output of network has a 3D shape. Another key approach to deep learning

based action recognition methods for videos uses two different networks to extract spatial

and temporal information separately, and then the outputs of two separate networks are

combined into the final feature vector which contains both spatial and temporal signals.

In 2014, Karen and Andrew showed this two-stream architecture for action recognition

yielded large performance improvement, and had a major impact on activity recognition in

the field [103].

In this thesis, we introduce novel convolutional neural networks to capture the spatio-

temporal structure of human actions, which we would like to model to allow intelligent
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Figure 1.3: Two-stream architecture of Karen and Andrew [103]. While spatial stream ConvNet
captures spatial information individual from still frames of input video, temporal stream ConvNet
extracts motion information between frames.

systems to understand and imitate human behaviors. Our architectures are influenced

by existing work described in this section, particularly deep learning based approaches;

however, our approaches are designed to go beyond recognizing human actions. Since the

central thesis of this dissertation is building intelligent agents that can interact with the

environment and people, we also consider minimizing the transfer cost to hand over learned

actions to intelligent systems. For this reason, we use first-person (or action focused) videos

as our main training resource and design our network for handling this particular type of

video. With this, we can reduce the knowledge transfer cost because this type of video

has a similar viewpoint as the intelligent systems. Moreover, we also investigate how to

generate feedback from perception of human actions based on our proposed approaches.

Since systematic studies of how human activity recognition contributes to an intelligent

agent (i.e., a robot) or how those behaviors can be learned and reproduced are still lacking,

we believe this thesis offers important insights into the field of computer vision and robotics.

1.3.2 FIRST-PERSON VIDEOS

First-person or egocentric vision is a sub-field of computer vision that analyzes images and

videos that are taken by wearable cameras such as GoPro and Google Glass. Since they
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show how the camera wearer perceives and interacts with the world from his/her point

of view, these cameras have unique properties because they implicitly contain the camera

wearer’s intentions and experiences.

First-person videos thus have attracted interest from computer vision researchers be-

cause of their increasing popularity and unique properties, and a considerable literature has

grown around the egocentric vision in recent years. This includes recognition of ego-actions

(the camera wearer’s actions) like jumping and turning in sports videos [52], understanding

daily activities such as making coffee [32], and discovering important events in long and

unstructured egocentric videos [74].

Research into egocentric vision is also relevant to robotics researchers because robots

perceive the world from a first-person point of view as well. Consequently, robots can take

advantage of computer vision approaches developed in the field of egocentric vision. For

example, a recent study by Gupta et al. (2017) showed how to map first-person robot camera

inputs to corresponding navigational actions for robot visual navigation [41]. The core idea

of this paper is to learn how to move a robot (planning) jointly with a spatial memory

that corresponds to an egocentric input image (mapping) based on an autoencoder neural

network. So far, however, most of the proposed approaches in the field are limited to specific

computer vision problems like activity classification, object detection, and object/activity

segmentation [32,74,94]

In this thesis we use wearable cameras to collect human activity videos in order to take

advantage of the information in first-person perspectives, such as the relationship between

manipulated objects and the camera wearer’s hands, and information about which objects

are the most relevant to the current activity of the camera wearer. Since this type of

camera captures what the camera wearer sees during their activities, we can also track their

attention and learn what he/she looks at before and after taking actions. Compared with
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learning from the traditional third-person videos, we might miss some useful information

such as facial expressions of the camera wearer and overall intention of their behaviors if

we learn solely from egocentric videos. However, this type of video is beneficial to build

intelligent systems that react according to the their visual input because of the viewpoint

similarity we described before, thus reducing the cost of knowledge transfer.

1.3.3 EARLY RECOGNITION

Another important line of related work to this thesis is early recognition, which aims to

anticipate future events based on current observations and prior knowledge. Humans often

have an ability to accurately estimate what will happen next given what we have observed so

far. For instance, we can predict that two people will shake hands if they are approaching

each other with outstretched arms. Likewise, the objective of this line of research it to

give a similar ability to intelligent systems, since it will likely help create more natural

human-machine interaction. There has been an increasing interest in early recognition

research and several studies have investigated forecasting a future event as early as possible

[53,99,114,115].

For example, researchers have attempted to find the key elements of an ongoing event

that affects the future state of the world [99, 115], and to integrate visual features with

prior knowledge of the event for solving a problem [53]. More recently, some studies have

investigated learning visual representations of future frames [114], or directly predicting

future image frames based on deep learning algorithms [72].

However, previous published studies are limited to visual prediction systems that assume

a static camera, not a first-person camera in which the camera wearer’s actions physically

change the environment and/or objects of the scene. There exists recent work that considers

the dynamics of first-person video [39, 98] and generates robot control actions based on
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visual prediction [36], which shows the potential in applying visual prediction for building

intelligent systems. Despite this, very few studies have investigated using early recognition

approaches for robotics applications.

This dissertation proposes an early recognition approach with novel convolutional re-

gression networks not only to predict future events but also to forecast the future locations

and status changes of interesting objects. A major advantage of object location forecasting

is that it enables intelligent agents to take actions without any additional processing like

motion planning, since this forecasting ability provides the target position of all related

objects and manipulators (hands) that the agent should move. Furthermore, forecasting

would allow us to build intelligent tutoring systems which give hints or cautions to a learner

in advance. The proposed approaches are particularly useful in terms of training the deep

network since they do not require any additional annotations.

1.4 MOTIVATION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

This dissertation aims to build intelligent systems that can automatically learn desired skills

from observations of human demonstration videos. This is not just about making intelligent

systems recognize human behaviors, but also about making them understand circumstances

and reproduce them, which requires learning far more. More concretely, given human

demonstration videos, our goal is (i) to analyze human behaviors (from coarse-grained to

fine-grained) and all interactive objects in view of the videos, (ii) to learn human behaviors

and transfer knowledge to the intelligent agent so that it can understand and imitate the

demonstrated behaviors, and then (iii) to provide suitable responses to a human user’s

behaviors according to the application scenario.

Understanding human behaviors at a certain level is essential for building intelligent

systems that interact with humans, and a considerable amount of literature has been pub-
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lished on human activity recognition [60,112]. However, this problem is challenging because

of uncertainty in human behaviors. Every person acts differently, even for the same task.

For example, when making a sandwich, one person might first pick up a knife to spread

butter on the bread, while another might first prepare the plate. In addition to uncertainty

in human behaviors, the behaviors can look different across each attempt for the same task,

due to environmental factors like appearance of the person, background changes, object

location changes, lighting differences, viewpoint changes, and so on. Moreover, here we

are concerned about understanding human behaviors at an executable level that intelligent

agents can use to mimic the learned behaviors. This problem becomes much more chal-

lenging since it requires a bridge to connect sensory input with control commands of the

intelligent agent.

In this thesis, we address the above challenges using new “deep learning” approaches

with Convolutional Neural Networks. Recently, deep learning based approaches have deliv-

ered striking performance increases on a range of machine learning problems [67, 97], but

few studies have investigated deep learning based techniques for building intelligent systems

that can interact with people. Therefore, this study makes a major contribution to research

on activity learning for intelligent systems by showing how to enable intelligent agents to

learn desired activities from human demonstration videos.

1.5 SUMMARY AND THESIS OUTLINE

The remainder of the thesis is composed of four themed chapters. The following chapter

provides background and related work on learning new skills by imitating human behavior,

focusing on human-robot collaborative tasks with computer vision approaches. In Chapter

3 we address the perception part for intelligent systems to understand and learn human

behaviors from demonstration videos. We present novel CNN based computer vision ap-
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proaches to detect human hands, gestures, and the objects with which people interact,

and then demonstrate that our approaches can achieve promising results in terms of detec-

tion accuracy. Chapter 4 is concerned with the methodology used for transferring learned

knowledge from the human demonstration videos to intelligent systems. We show how to

connect the perception component of the intelligent systems with a feedback component.

We then present our user study design and findings based on experimental results involving

human participants. To conclude, we summarize the proposed dissertation and discuss open

research questions for future work in Chapter 5.

Our published papers and their corresponding chapters:

• Chapter 3.1

– Jangwon Lee and Michael S. Ryoo, Learning Robot Activities from First-Person

Human Videos Using Convolutional Future Regression, in the IEEE/RSJ Inter-

national Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), 2017 [62]

• Chapter 3.2

– Chenyou Fan, Jangwon Lee, and Michael S. Ryoo, Forecasting Hand and Object

Locations in Future Frames, submitted to European Conference on Computer

Vision (ECCV) Workshop on Anticipating Human Behavior, 2018 [30]

• Chapter 4.2

– Jangwon Lee, Haodan Tan, Selma Šabanović, and David Crandall, Forecasting

Hand Gestures for Human-Drone Interaction. in the ACM/IEEE International

Conference on Human-Robot Interaction (HRI), Late-Breaking Reports, 2018

[63]

• Chapter 4.3

– Jangwon Lee and Michael S. Ryoo, Learning Robot Activities from First-Person

Human Videos Using Convolutional Future Regression, in the IEEE/RSJ Inter-

national Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), 2017 [62]
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• Chapter 4.4

– Haodan Tan, Jangwon Lee, and Gege Gao, Human-Drone Interaction: Drone

Delivery & Services for Social Events, in the Conference on Designing Interactive

Systems (DIS), Work-in-Progress, 2018 [109]

Other published papers not related to this thesis:

• Chenyou Fan, Jangwon Lee, Mingze Xu, Krishna Kumar Singh, Yong Jae Lee, David

Crandall, and Michael S. Ryoo, Identifying First-person Camera Wearers in Third-

person Videos, in the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition

(CVPR), 2017 [31]

• Jangwon Lee, Jingya Wang, David Crandall, Selma Šabanović, and Geoffrey Fox,

Real-Time, Cloud-Based Object Detection for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, in the IEEE

International Conference on Robotic Computing (IRC), 2017 [64]
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CHAPTER 2

LEARNING NEW TASKS BY IMITATING HUMAN BEHAVIORS

The research paradigm of robot Learning from Demonstration (LfD) or robot Programming

by Demonstration (PbD) is adopted in this dissertation to enable intelligent systems to

autonomously learn new tasks by watching human demonstration videos. The benefit of

this approach is that it enables non-robotics experts to teach robots without any professional

background like mechanical engineering or computer programming. This research paradigm

thus can play an important role in addressing the issue of scaling up robot learning. Existing

research recognizes this attractive feature of LfD, so there is a growing body of literature

that employs the theme of LfD [5,9].

LfD is a broad topic ranging from various machine learning techniques like super-

vised learning, reinforcement learning, and feature selection, to human factors as well.

Researchers with different backgrounds thus employ the concept from different points of

view. However, there are common theoretical issues in the field such as the Correspondence

Problem that arises due to a mismatch between the teacher’s body configuration and the

student’s configuration [84], and the interface challenge of designing user-friendly interfaces

for demonstration (i.e., motion-capture systems [123]) in order to enable non-robotics ex-

perts to teach robots new knowledge without any difficulty. In this chapter, we first present

a brief overview of LfD approaches, and then review recent research in this area while

focusing on studies for human-robot collaborative tasks.
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Learning from
observations

Robot Execution (Doing)

Demonstration (Seeing)

‘’Please pass me 
the trivet”

‘’Please pass me 
the trivet”

Figure 2.1: Robot learning from demonstration (LfD) enables robots to automatically learn a new
task from observations. Ideally, end-users can program robots for a new task without any background
of robotics technology and programming.

2.1 ROBOT LEARNING FROM DEMONSTRATION

LfD is a promising approach may help move robot prototypes from research laboratories

to the real world, since it typically does not require any expert knowledge of robotics

technology to teach robots new tasks. LfD thus allows end-users to teach robots what robots

should do based on user’s own requirements at their place and opens up new possibilities of

robot learning. For instance, a robot can learn new tasks that are infeasible to be learned

using pre-programming like preparing a cup of coffe according to personal preferences.

Recently, a considerable literature has grown around the theme of LfD because of this

attractive feature [5,9,20]. However, LfD is also challenging because there are fundamental

theoretical issues in this research paradigm. One challenge is called the Correspondence

Problem that arises due to the different body configurations between humans and robots.

The Generalization Issue also happens for learning a desired skill across a set of several

different demonstrations. We now discuss these two problems in detail.

The Correspondence Problem is related to the question of how to reproduce a learned

skill with a real robot, and thus depends on how a training dataset is recorded. Histor-
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the Correspondence problem: how to reproduce a learned skill with a real
robot? This problem arises due to a mismatch between the teacher’s (human’s) body configuration
and the student’s (i.e, robots) configuration. This figure is borrowed from [55].

ically, LfD research started with a memory-based (playback) method that simply records

the position of the robot end-effector using an actual robot and reproduces the recorded

positions with the same robotic platform [9]. Although we can avoid the correspondence

problem if we gather the training examples using the same robot that is used for execution,

we often would like to use human generated data as training examples. In such cases, we

need to consider how the human generated demonstrations can be encoded and how they

are interpreted by a robot for reproduction. Many researchers handle this issue by using

symbolic level representations coupled with primitive (atomic) actions [65, 120] or posture

mapping with a motion capture system [55]. But this type of approach has clear drawbacks

because it requires a large amount of prior knowledge to define the set of the primitive

actions to generate robot motor control commands.

The generalization problem is related to the question of what to imitate from demon-

strations, and it also has a dependency on the representation method to encode demonstra-

tions. Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) or Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) are widely

used for statistically learning a desired skill across multiple examples [17, 29, 86]. Here,

each action/movement is encoded by a probability density function and analyzed with such

statistically-based machine learning methods. However, it is still challenging to learn gen-
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eralized actions, especially for accomplishing high-level complex tasks. Many researchers

thus still use pre-defined primitive actions as prior knowledge, and then analyze the com-

plex tasks based on the primitive actions. For example, Mülling et al. demonstrated that a

robot can learn table tennis after decomposing a single complex task into multiple simple

movement primitives, but it assumed that the robot already had all motor primitives for a

striking motion to hit a ping pong ball [82].

One recent trend in LfD approaches is to consider a robot as an active learner that

can ask questions to its teacher (a human user) when the robot is unsure what to do next

during learning [15]. This learning strategy is particularly beneficial for Human-Robot Col-

laboration since it helps to understand each partner better and create a closer rapport.

For instance, Tellex et al. presented an approach for enabling a robot to asking for help

from the human partner when the robot fails to accomplish a given task [110]. The authors

showed that the robot could recover from the failure better when the robot asked for more

detailed help about their requests, such as “please hand me the black table leg” rather

than just saying “help me.” A study by Nikolaidis and Shah also introduced an interactive

training method called Cross-training that suggests switching the roles of human and robot

during the training phase for improving human-robot teamwork [87]. They reported that

a human-robot team’s performance was significantly improved by cross-training. More-

over, they showed that human participants perceived the robot more positively when they

interactively switched their positions with their robot partner.

Although this line of work has many possibilities, it also has some limitations since

it usually assumes that human teachers are physically located in the same place as the

robot during the training phase. It thus requires much time and effort for the human

partner to teach the robot even simple tasks. In addition, it is still challenging to apply

the LfD paradigm for learning complex tasks that contains several individual motions. In
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the remaining part of this chapter, we review recent approaches for learning human-robot

collaborative tasks and then summarize this chapter with discussion.

2.2 LEARNING HUMAN-ROBOT COLLABORATIVE TASKS

The aim of this thesis is not only to build intelligent systems, but also to build “interac-

tive” systems that can collaborate with humans. In order to build intelligent agents that

would work together side by side with humans within the same workplaces, many human

factors must be properly addressed. For example, researchers must ensure safety to prevent

potential hazards by robots [61], and they also need to consider a human partner’s mental

state (i.e., feelings, desires, intents, etc.) to make them feel more comfortable with robot

co-workers [12, 38]. Moreover, since people perceive and react to robots differently [100],

it is important to consider robot’s appearance and other factors if we want people treat a

robot as their “work partner” or “friend.” The LfD paradigm cannot be used to for human-

robot collaboration without considering the above human factors, despite the many other

attractive points of LfD.

There has been a number of previous efforts to use the LfD paradigm for human-robot

collaborative tasks while considering those human-centric issues [15, 27, 29, 85]. Although

each paper handles human factors in different ways, we can consider the problems tackled by

these approaches as a kind of uncertainty minimization problem, since most of the problems

stem from unpredictable behaviors of humans/robots. Therefore, reducing the uncertainty

in communication is a key concept of these research areas in the success of the learning

process.

For example, many HRI researchers focus more on designing a way to help a human

user easily understand their robot partner, rather than to develop techniques to just trans-

fer knowledge from a human to a robot for replicating certain motions [12], since this
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approach helps increase human’s predictability. Humans tend to feel uncomfortable when

we are in unpredictable situations or when we are unable to understand someone’s inten-

tion or meaning, but we are comfortable as we become more familiar with the situations

or each other. To be our partners, robots also need to understand human’s mental states,

hence many researchers attempt to automatically detect social cues of people using various

techniques [16,78].

Another important perspective to employ the LfD paradigm for human-robot collabo-

rative tasks is to make the learning process a bidirectional activity rather than passively

observing human demonstrations [15]. This line of research is called Interactive/Active

Learning and considers a robot as an active partner that provides feedback to the human

teacher during the collaboration phase, and then uses the feedback to reduce uncertainty

and makes learning new tasks more efficient [54].

Learning complex tasks is one of the most difficult remaining challenges in the field.

It is considered as the ultimate goal of LfD-based approaches since we want to robots to

automatically learn some high-level skills like “pick-up” instead of teaching them all the

arm trajectories to accomplish the task. Although some research has been carried out

on learning high-level actions [20, 34], there has been little discussion about how to learn

high-level skills [80].

In this section, we begin by reviewing some recent approaches that attempt to build

effective communication methods for learning human-robot collaborative tasks. We review

research that employs Interactive/Active Learning methods in the following section.

2.2.1 INTENTION RECOGNITION

Much of the previous research on learning human-robot collaborative tasks has been carried

out to recognize social cues such as body posture, facial expressions, direction of gaze, and
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verbal cues in interactions, since they can give hints to a robot about the goal of the current

task for learning. The robots are then able to use these hints to reduce the search spaces to

learn the new task [9]. Various techniques are used to recognize a human user’s intentions

like eye-gaze detection [16], speech recognition [78], and motion capture [4], but the most

intuitive way to let a robot know about our (humans) thoughts or feelings is probably to

use our own (natural) language.

Tellex et al. presented a new system for understanding human natural language to

automatically generate robot control plans [111]. They introduced a new probabilistic

graphical model called Generalized Grounding Graphs in order to transfer natural language

control commands to corresponding groundings like target objects, places, and paths. The

proposed approach is based on Conditional Random Fields (CRFs), which are one of the

popular approaches in natural language processing. They trained the system on a new

dataset collected from 45 subjects for 22 different videos using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk

(AMT). This system was able to interpret high-level natural language control commands

such as “put the tire pallet on the truck,” and generate control plans for the robot.

Recently, Misra et al. also introduced a new approach to interpret a user’s natural lan-

guage instructions to generate robotic actions for manipulation tasks [78]. Their approach

considered the ambiguity of natural language-based instructions caused by the fact that

the same instructions can be interpreted differently according to context like the robot’s

location and the state of the target objects. For example, an instruction such as “fill the

cup with water” can be interpreted by the robot as either taking a cup and filling it with

water from the tap, or taking a water bottle from the fridge first, and then pouring water

into the cup. Misra et al. handled this ambiguity in instructions and the large variations

given by human natural language using a CRF with an energy function that encodes nat-

ural language instructions into environment variables for manipulation tasks. This energy
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function is composed of several nodes and factors that represent natural language (which is

converted into a set of verb clauses), environment, and controller instruction. To train this

model, they first created a new dataset, Verb-Environment-Instruction Library (VEIL)-300,

which has six different tasks related to service robot scenarios like “making coffee” or “serv-

ing affogato.” The dataset contains natural language commands, environment information,

and ground-truth instruction sequences that correspond to the commands. They trained

their model on this dataset for mapping natural language commands to robot controller

instructions. The accuracy of their model, 61.8%, outperformed all of their baselines on the

validation set.

Motion capture is also widely used for making demonstration datasets for teaching robots

in the field. Koenemann et al. presented a real-time motion capture system that enables a

robot to imitate human whole-body motions [55]. In this approach, human motions were

captured using inertial sensors attached to the human body with an Xsens MVN motion

capture system. In order to reduce the computational cost, they used simplified human

model that only considered the positions of the end-effectors (i.e., the position of the hands

and feet) and the center of mass instead of considering a high number of parameters to

represent all joint positions of the body. Then, they applied inverse kinematics to find joint

angles given the positions of end-effectors, and generated robot motions while considering

finding stable robot configurations instead of just focusing on imitating the human motions

directly. They demonstrated their approach with a Nao humanoid robot, and showed the

robot was able to imitate human whole-body motions with consideration for stabilization

in real-time.

Gesture recognition is also extensively used for human-robot collaboration since gestures

can be one of the effective communication channels between humans and robots for working

together [70]. Various sensors (i.e., a depth camera and a wired glove) and algorithms
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Figure 2.3: The learned affordance heat maps of four manipulation actions (place (top-left), reach
(top-right), pour (bottom-left), and drink (bottom-right) in [57]. Here, red color represents the most
likely object location according to the situation, while blue color indicates the most unlikely place.
For example, the red color in heat map of top-left figure shows the most likely location to place the
manipulation object on the table.

(i.e., Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)-based algorithms for modeling meaningful gestures

and skeletal based algorithms for feature extraction and detection) are used in this line of

research.

Mainprice and Berenson presented a new framework to recognize human’s intentions

as early as possible [77]. The authors focused on building a framework for early detection

of human motion in order to ensure safe robot behaviors when humans and robots are

working together in close proximity. They modeled the human’s motion with a Gaussian

Mixture Model (GMM) representation and performed Gaussian Mixture Regression (GMR)

to predict the human’s future motion. The proposed approach then generated the robot

motion given the prediction of human workspace occupancy obtained from the swept volume

of predicted human motion trajectories. They demonstrated their approach on a PR2

robot simulation after training the framework on the human motion demonstrations of

manipulation tasks on a table. They showed that the proposed approach was able to take

into account the human motion predictions, so the robot could interact with the human

co-worker more safely and efficiently in close proximity.

Another interesting keyword that can be used for understanding user’s intention is “Af-

fordance.” The concept of affordance was defined by psychologist J. Gibson in 1966 for
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describing inherent properties of an object that include all possible physical actions and

transactions between the object and its environment [37]. Koppula and Saxena presented

a CRF-based approach called an anticipatory temporal conditional random field (ATCRF)

to predict future human activities based on object affordances [57]. Given the current ob-

servation of a human user’s pose and his/her surrounding environment, the goal of this

approach is to anticipate what the user will do next. In order to achieve the goal, they first

segmented an observed activity in time, then constructed a spatio-temporal graph based on

the segmented sub-activities. The graph consists of four types of nodes (human pose, object

affordance, object location, and sub-activity). They then augmented the constructed graph

with anticipated nodes representing potential temporal segments. The authors demon-

strated the proposed approach on the CAD-120 human activity dataset [58] and obtained

2.7% improvement on the state-of-the-art detection results in terms of success rate. They

also reported that this approach achieved 75.4%, 69.2% and 58.1% accuracy in anticipating

an activity 1, 3 and 10 seconds ahead of time, respectively.

Yi and Goodric presented a new framework for sharing information between robots

and humans for task-oriented collaboration [121]. In this work, they considered a cordon

and search mission, a kind of military tactic for searching out the enemy in an area, as a

human-robot collaborative task that has to be solved by a human-robot team. Here, the

authors assumed that a team supervisor (normally a human) assigns sub-tasks to his/her

robot team members after decomposing the task, and then the robot team members are

supposed to accomplish these given sub-tasks (i.e., searching a high risk sub-region for their

human team members). They suggested the concept of a shared mental model for sharing

knowledge about the current situation among all team members (robots and humans), so

their framework was presented to help all human and robot team members understand each

other correctly according to their task. Understanding all commands from natural language
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is not easy, but the problem becomes easier in general if all team members know about the

goal, so in this paper, the authors suggested to use a task-specific (oriented) grammar for

converting a human supervisor’s verbal command into a sequence of way points.

2.2.2 LEGIBILITY OF ROBOT INTENTION

Another direction of research in Human-Robot Collaboration (HRC) is designing more

readable robot expressions and motions that convey clear intentions to their human partners.

The objective of this line of research is finding effective ways to project a robot’s intention.

Some people may think that this problem can easily be solved if a robot can speak like

a human, but not all robots have a human like dialogue system. Moreover, we as human

interpret of people’s thoughts or emotional states from other signs like facial expressions,

voices, or even small body movements even when we do not understand other people’s

speaking or we are not able to see whole-body motions of other people. The same kinds

of signs are also very important and meaningful for natural Human-Robot Interaction,

researchers have shown an increased interest in using non-verbal cues for human robot

communication.

In 2005, Breazeal et al. showed that a robot’s non-verbal cues are important for building

teamwork between humans and robots [13]. In this paper, they recruited 21 subjects and

conducted a user study about task-oriented interactions with the robot Leonardo. Each

subject first was asked to teach Leonardo the names of three different colored buttons (red,

green and blue) which were located in front of the robot in its workspace, and then checked

to see that the robot knew the names and locations of the buttons. After that, the subject

was asked to guide the robot to turn on all of the buttons. After performing behavioral

analysis of videos recorded during the experiment, they found that the robot’s non-verbal

social cues (e.g., changes of gaze direction and eye blinks) helped humans read mental states
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of the robot and improved human-robot task performance. The self-report results from the

subjects also suggested that subjects perceived that the robot was more understandable

when it showed non-verbal behaviors in addition to explicit expression.

Mutlu also showed how embodied cues like facial expressions, gaze, head gestures, arm

gesture, social touch, social smile, etc. play important roles in communication [83]. He

explored research on human communication, and found strong evidence about the hypoth-

esis that embodied cues help achieve positive social and task outcomes in various domains

of social interaction such as “Learning and Development” or “Motivation, Compliance,

and Persuasion” in human-human communication. Thus, he finally suggested that HRI

researchers should study the most effective ways to use such embodied cues for designing

social robots, considering the relationship between particular embodied cues and outcomes.

His recent work with Sauppe is a good example of the importance of embodied cues

for designing human collaborative robots [100]. In this paper, they studied how robots are

treated by human co-workers in an industrial setting, while focusing on aspects of the robot’s

design and context. The authors found that workers perceive the robots very differently

according to various aspects like the physical appearance of the robots or their positions

(roles) at their places of work. For example, workers who were supposed to operate the

robot treated it as their “work partner” or “friend,” while maintenance and management

staff just considered the robot as other industrial equipment. Another interesting finding

is that human workers felt that the robots had some intelligence because of the robot’s eye

movements, which suggested the robots knew what they were doing. Actually, they were

pre-programmed movements: the robots just moved their eyes to follow the trajectory of

their arms. However, even though those movements were simple, they helped the human

workers understand the status of the robots and their next actions. Thus, it made human

workers feel safe when they were working in close proximity to the robots, since they believed
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the robots were able to convey their intentions through the eyes.

Takayama et al. applied animation principles to create readable robot behaviors [107].

In this paper, the authors created a robot animation which shows different robot behaviors

according to their hypotheses (H1: showing forethought before performing an action would

improve a robot’s readability, H2: showing a goal-oriented reaction to a task outcome would

positively influence people’s subjective perceptions of the robot) and then measured how

people described the robot’s intentions (before the action is performed) and how people

perceived the robot in terms of some adjectives such as appealing and intelligent after

conducting a video prototyping study with a total of 273 subjects. They found that people

perceived the robot to be more appealing and their behaviors were more readable when

the robot showed forethought before taking actions. They also discovered that showing a

reaction made people feel that the robot was more intelligent. Even though this research

is not LfD based, it shows potential benefits since the animation principles have been

verified and successfully used to make a character by connecting its actions in animations.

Furthermore, HRI researchers can design robot behaviors and test them using animation

instead of building/programming of physical robot to test new robot motions.

It is worth noting that the readable robot behaviors are not always exactly the same as

either the optimal behaviors of the robot to achieve its goal or expected robot behaviors

that we can predict when we observe robot operations.

Dragan et al. focused on the difference between two types of robot motions, predictable

robot motion and legible motion [27]. They argued that both robot motions are fundamen-

tally different and often show contradictory properties. Here, predictable robot motions are

those that match expected behaviors of observers (humans). On the other hand, legible

robot motions are those that convey their intentions of behaviors clearly. In this research,

the authors formalized legibility and predictability in the context of goal-directed robot
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Figure 2.4: The difference between legibility and predictability of robot motion in [57]. The three
sequential frames in the top-left show predictable robot motions which match the observer’s ex-
pectation, while the left-bottom row shows legible trajectories that convey the robot’s intention
more clearly. The right figure shows the trajectories of the robot’s end effector. The gray shows
predictable motions, while orange represents legible motions.

motions, then modeled both robot motions based on a cost optimization function which is

designed in consideration of the principle of rational action. Finally, they demonstrated that

two types of motions were contradictory through their experiments with three characters

(a simulated point robot, the bi-manual robot mobile manipulator (HERB), and a human).

They found that this difference between two properties derived from inferences in opposing

directions, “action-to-goal” and “goal-to-action,” which refer to an observer’s ability to an-

swer the questions: “what is the function of this action?” when she/he observes ongoing

robot actions and “what action would achieve this goal?” when the observer knows the

robot’s goal, respectively. Their experimental findings supported the theory in Psychology

that humans interpret observed behaviors as goal-directed actions.

The same authors studied the effect of “familiarization” on the predictability of robot

motion in their follow-up work [26]. This research originated from the idea of having users

learn from robot demonstrations in order to increase their ability to predict robot motions

(familiarization) because predictability is one of the keys for building collaborative robots

that can work side by side with humans. This research direction is opposite from making

robot motions more predictable, and gave us valuable insight about building more natural

human-robot collaboration frameworks. They used the same methods that were used in
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their previous work [26] to generate predictable robot motions, and then conducted a new

user study to see the effect of familiarization on the robot motions. They recruited a total

of 50 participants via AMT and conducted familiarization tests on two different types of

robot motion (natural motion vs. unnatural motion), where the natural motion was defined

being predictable without (or prior to) familiarization. In the experiment, each participant

was asked to answer questions about the predictability of the robot motion before and

after exposing them to examples of robot demonstration videos. They found that the robot

motions became more predictable after familiarization, even though the familiarization was

not enough for users to identify robot motions, especially when the robot operated in

high-dimensional space with certain complex movements. The authors also reported that

familiarization could help humans be more comfortable with robots and less natural robot

motions hindered our ability to predict the motions.

Perlmutter et al. tried to make robots provide their internal states to human users to

help them understand the robot’s thought and intentions, since we as humans are not able

to judge what robots can see, hear, or infer in the same way that we can in human-human

communication [92]. In this paper, the authors proposed visualization-based transparency

mechanisms rather than developing a human-like verbal (or non-verbal) communication

system for robots. The proposed visualization module is one kind of the tools that could

be added on to a robotic perception system, which consists of three perception compo-

nents (scene perception, pointing detection, and speech processing) to interpret the user’s

commands. They conducted a user study with 20 participants with the proposed robotic

system, and investigated the effect of their visualization-based transparency mechanisms.

Their findings indicate that visualizations can help users communicate with the robot and

understand its abilities even though some participants reported that they still prefer to have

human-like transparency mechanisms with robots.
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2.2.3 INTERACTIVE/ACTIVE LEARNING

In recent years, research on interactive/active learning has received considerable critical

attention in the field. Cakmak and Thomaz introduced Active Learning to allow a robot

to ask questions to its teacher (a human user) when the robot is unsure of what to do

next during learning [14, 15]. In their article, they identified three types of queries (la-

bel, demonstration and feature queries) for an Active Learning based method in LfD and

conducted two sets of experiments with human subjects. The first set of experiments was

designed to investigate how humans ask questions in human-human collaboration scenarios

with some levels of abstraction of the tasks, in consideration of employing similar scenarios

for human-robot collaboration. The second set of experiments was designed to evaluate

the use of the three types of queries in human-human collaboration scenarios. The authors

found that participants perceived the robot as the smartest when it asked questions using

feature queries, which directly ask about specific features like positions and rotations to

manipulate target objects for learning a new task (e.g., “Should I keep this orientation at

the start?”). They also reported that this type of query was the most commonly used in

human learning (82%) even though it is the most challenging type of query for robots to

produce automatically since it requires situational understanding. These findings provide

guidelines to design good questions for building robots as an active learner in human-robot

collaboration scenarios.

Tellex et al. presented an approach for a robot to receive help from its human partner

when they work together for accomplishing a certain task [110]. They used a natural

language generation system, called inverse semantics, for making a robot that can request

help from the human partner in the form of natural language allowing the robot to recover

from the failure based on their help. Since it is impossible to make a perfect robot that

never fails, they focused on developing this recovery method based on a natural language
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Figure 2.5: Active Learning allows a robot to ask questions to its teacher when the robot is unsure
of what to do. This figure is obtained from the demonstration video of [15].

generation system for mapping from a desired human helping behavior that the robot would

like the human to execute to words in natural language commands. This system was then

used for generating requests when the robot needs assistance. When the robot detects

failures using a motion capture system (VICON), their system first represents the failure in

a simple symbolic language which indicates the desired human action, and then translates

this symbolic representation to a natural language sentence using a context free grammar

(CFG) to ask a human for assistance. In this research, the authors demonstrated their

approach on a human-robot collaborative task of assembling a table, and then conducted a

user study to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. The experimental results

showed that it helped participants infer the requested action from the robot better than

baselines approaches such as always using a general request (e.g., “Help me”) or generating

requests using template based methods (e.g., “Hand me part 2”).

Knox et al. presented a case study of teaching a physically embodied robot by human

feedback based on a framework called TAMER (Training an Agent Manually via Evaluative

Reinforcement) that they previously proposed for robot learning from human reward [54].

In this paper, the authors focused on teaching interactive navigation behaviors to their
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Mobile-Dexterous-Social (MDS) robot Nexi using human feedback as the only training

resource. There were two buttons for providing positive or negative reward to the robot

learner according to its state-action pair, and the robot then was able to be trained given

the human reward. The authors taught a total of five navigation behaviors such as “Go

to,” “Keep conversational distance,” and “Look away” to the robot, and then they tested

the learned robot behaviors. However, they found that Nexi did not move properly after

training due to issues of transparency. These transparency issues arose due to mismatches

between the current state-action pair of the robot learner and what the human-trainer was

observing. The authors pointed out that there were two main reasons for this confusion:

1) There can be a delay in the robot taking an action, creating mismatch between human

observations and internal states of the robot, and 2) The perception system of the robot is

not perfect, so the robot is not able to see some objects that the human trainer can. The

authors suggested that researchers should address these transparency challenges when they

employ a human feedback-based robot learning method for teaching a physically embodied

robot.

Hausman et al. presented an approach based on the interactive perception paradigm

which uses robot’s actuators for actively getting more information about the environment

(world) when the robot is unsure about making a decision [43]. They proposed a particle

filter-based approach to combine visual robotic perception with the outcomes of the robot’s

manipulation actions in a probabilistic way, and the robot then found the best action to

reduce uncertainty over articulated motion models given all sensory inputs. Here, the artic-

ulated motion models indicate the possible movements of objects such as certain directions

(or rotations) of the objects that can be used for manipulating them. For example, a door of

drawers or cabinets has parts that can be moved (also cannot be moved) for opening/closing

it, which can provide useful information to a robot since it reduces the manipulation space.
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In this work, they considered four types of articulated motion models: rigid, prismatic,

rotational, and free-body, and then parametrized them with different numbers of variables

according to the types. They demonstrated the proposed approach using a PR2 mobile

manipulator. Their experimental results supported that the robot was able to effectively

reduce uncertainty over models in four manipulation scenarios (opening and closing of a

rotational cabinet door, moving a whiteboard eraser in a straight line, opening a locked

drawer, and grasping a stapler on a table), and the robot then selected the best action

based on a KL-divergence based information gain approach.

Nikolaidis and Shah introduced an interactive training method called Cross-training for

improving human-robot teamwork [87]. A human and a robot are supposed to switch their

roles during the training phase for learning a new collaborative task by cross-training. This

training approach can be considered as a mutual adaptation process. They reported that

a human-robot team’s performance significantly improved by cross-training for accomplish-

ing a collaborative task, a simple place-and-drill, in their experimental results with human

subjects. The authors also showed that participants who interactively switched their posi-

tions with their robot partner, Abbie, perceived the robot much more positively than the

comparison group who trained with the robot using standard reinforcement learning meth-

ods in the post experimental survey. Their findings suggest that we are able to get better

team performance with a robot partner for accomplishing certain tasks together when we

switch our role with the robot during training phase in a way similar to human-human team

training practices.

2.3 SUMMARY OF RELATED WORK

In this section, we reviewed some recent studies on robot learning from demonstration

(LfD) while focusing on learning collaborative tasks. LfD is a very attractive research
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direction for building a collaborative robot since it enables robots to automatically learn

a new task from non-robotics experts (end-users). However, it is also challenging because

of common theoretical issues like the Correspondence Problem, and the situation becomes

more challenging when a robot needs to learn complex tasks. Moreover, researchers should

also consider many human-centric issues such as safety, the human partner’s feelings, and

intention. Since human-robot collaboration is not a task that a robot can perform alone (i.e.,

painting and assembly), but requires a robot to work side by side as a partner, researchers

must consider human-centric issues.

Communication is an important challenge for human robot collaboration because com-

municating between a robot and a human can be very different from communicating between

people, even though there are a lot of efforts to make this human-robot communication sim-

ilar to human-human communication.

Several attempts have been made to use non-verbal cues such as facial expressions, gaze

directions, and body gestures in human-robot communication since these signals can give

additional useful information for natural and effective communication. In addition, some

research has been carried out for designing human readable robot behaviors (predictable

and legible robot motions) for conveying a robot’s intentions more clearly.

Another interesting line of research in the field employs an interactive/active based

method for robot learning. These studies suggest viewing a robot as an active learner

that can ask questions when the robot is unsure what is going on and what to do next.

Furthermore, the robot can actively move itself for gathering more information for accom-

plishing/learning a new task in those kinds of situations.

One of the most difficult remaining challenges in the field is teaching complex tasks to a

robot. People may want a robot to automatically find and learn all sub-tasks (i.e., picking-

up a part, holding a part, and turning a screw) to accomplish a single complex task (i.e.,
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assembling a table) instead of teaching all of them separately. However, this is technically

challenging because there are no known approaches to find all necessary sub-tasks without

any prior knowledge.

Recently, deep learning-based approaches have been widely used in many applications

including object detection, scene segmentation, and learning robot motor control policy for

grasping objects [67]. However, only a few previous studies have investigated applying deep

learning for teaching robots human-collaborative tasks from demonstrations. In our view,

the main reason is that it is hard to build the large-scale datasets, required for training deep

learning methods. Different robots have different abilities with different body configurations

and different people want to teach the robots different tasks, so all of them make the problem

harder.

In this thesis, we propose to use hands as a medium to interpret human activities

from human demonstration videos. One advantage of using hands to link humans and

intelligent systems is that human hands play an integral role in physically interacting with

the world. Moreover, hands might be one of the most frequently appearing objects in

the first-person or action focused human demonstration videos which we suggest to use as

training resources. Another advantage of focusing on human hands is that it reduces the

correspondence problem for building interactive intelligent systems, since most robots have

their own end effectors that can play the role of human hands.

However, the proposed approach may not solve all human-centric issues since imitating

human behavior does not guarantee removing all ambiguity in communication between a

human and a robot or solving safety issues. Furthermore, it is possible that a robot does

not have any end effectors since each robot has its own unique appearance and functions.

In such cases, we need to consider how to transfer the learned knowledge from human

demonstrations to the intelligent agent. In spite of its limitations, we believe that our
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approaches will open many possibilities fo robot learning since we can easily collect enough

training data for deep learning without a robot. Therefore, we suggest to learn human

activities through the movements of human hands, and this work will generate fresh insight

the research of activity learning for intelligent systems.
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CHAPTER 3

OBSERVING HUMAN BEHAVIORS IN DEMONSTRATION VIDEOS

In order to learn desired activities by watching human demonstration videos, we first build

a perception system for observing the demonstrations. In this chapter, we describe our

perception components to understand human behaviors according to different application

scenarios. In particular, we focus on the movements of human hands in demonstration

videos, since humans primarily use their hands for interacting with the physical world or

communicating with others.

We first present a novel fully convolutional network to analyze human hand movements

in human-human collaboration videos. We then extend the proposed approach for analyzing

the state changes of objects in videos of daily activity. Finally, we investigate another new

deep learning model for analyzing more fine-grain hand movements in videos of people

playing a piano in the third section.

3.1 ANALYZING HUMAN HANDS IN HUMAN-HUMAN INTERAC-

TION VIDEOS

3.1.1 INTRODUCTION

Our first application scenario is analyzing a camera wearer’s hand movements in first person

perspective videos of two people collaborating. Given videos of the camera wearer executing

collaborative behaviors for their partner, our objective is to learn such behaviors for making
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the intelligent agents imitate the same behaviors for human-robot collaboration.

There has been previous work on robot activity learning from human videos [65,101,120],

extending the previous concept of LfD. However, this work focused on learning grammar

representations of human activities, modeling human activities as a sequence of motion

primitives such as lift and poke. One of the drawbacks with these approaches is that

they require labeled training data for recognizing a pre-defined set of primitive actions,

and thus are limited in learning from scratch. Moreover, adding a new activity is another

potential concern since it demands new labeled training data for each new action. In another

approach, Koppula and Saxena suggested to directly learn object manipulation trajectories

from human videos, however there are limits to how far the concept of object affordances

can be taken for learning activities in human-robot collaboration scenarios since it assumed

one-robot-one-object scenarios [56].

In this thesis, we introduce a new learning model using a fully convolutional network

for future representation regression. We extend the state-of-the-art convolutional object

detection network for the representation of human hands in training videos, and introduce

the concept of using a fully convolutional network to regress the intermediate scene rep-

resentation corresponding to a future frame. Combining these allows direct and explicit

prediction of future hand locations (Figure 3.1) which then enables the robot to infer where

to move its end-effectors to imitate the learned human behaviors. Our approach provides

an important opportunity to learn human activities since it does not require activity labels,

even though hand annotations are still required for initial training of the hand representa-

tion network. Furthermore, our networks are designed to function in real-time for the actual

robot operation, and thus will make an important contribution to the field of robotics.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of our perception component. Our perception component consists of two
fully convolutional neural networks: The first network is an extended version of the state-of-the-art
convolutional object detection network (SSD [71]) for representing human hands and estimating the
bounding boxes (top). The second network is a future regression network to regress (i.e., predict) the
intermediate scene representation corresponding to a future frame. This network does not require
activity labels or hand/object labels in videos for its training.

3.1.2 APPROACH: CONVOLUTIONAL FUTURE REGRESSION

We employ two fully convolutional neural networks for analyzing the movements of hands.

One network detects human hands in the videos and creates a hand-based scene represen-

tation. This is an extended version of the Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) [71], which

is one of the state-of-the-art object detectors. The second is a future regression network

to model the change of this scene representation in future frames. Finally, the two neural

networks are connected together and form a joint model for “future” hand detection given

a current video frame.

The key idea of our approach is that we assume that intelligent systems also perceive

the world from a first-person point of view, so they have a similar viewpoint to human

first-person videos. Therefore, we can directly apply our perception component to either a
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human or an intelligent system. This also allows the intelligent agent to predict what will

happen next (i.e., where human hands and all interactive objects will be moved) by visually

understanding the current situation.

Hand Representation Network

Given a sequence of current frames, the goal of the hand representation network is to

create a hand-based representation and estimate hand locations based on the representa-

tion. We construct this hand representation network by extending the SSD object detection

framework, by inserting a fully convolutional auto-encoder having five convolutional layers

followed by five deconvolutional layers for dimensionality reduction. This allows the ap-

proach to abstract an image with spatial information into a lower dimensional intermediate

representation.

All our convolutional/deconvolutional layers use 5×5 kernels and the number of filters

for each convolutional layer are 512, 256, 128, 64, and 256, corresponding to the green con-

volutional layers in Figure. 3.1. After such convolutional layers, there are deconvolutional

layers (yellow layers in Figure. 3.1), each having the symmetric number of filters: 256,

64, 128, 256, 512. We use stride 2 for the last convolutional layer for the dimensionality

reduction and do not use pooling operation in any layer. We thus increase the number of

filters from 64 to 256 to compensate for loss of spatial information at the last convolutional

layer.

Let f denote the hand representation network given an image at time t. Then, this

network can be considered as a combination of two sub functions, f = g ◦ h:

Ŷt = f(X̂t) = h(F̂t) = h(g(X̂t)), (3.1)

where a function g : X̂ → F̂ denotes a feature extractor that takes an input video frame
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and produces a compressed intermediate visual representation F̂, and h : F̂→ Ŷ indicates

a bounding box estimator which uses the compressed representation as input for locating

hand boxes at time t. With the above formulation, the network can predict hand locations

Ŷt at time t after the training.

Future Regression Network

Although the above hand representation network allows obtaining locations of hands in the

‘current’ frame, our objective is to get the ‘future’ hand locations Ŷt+∆ instead of their

current locations Ŷt.

We formulate this problem as a regression. The main idea is that the intermediate

representation of the hand representation network F̂t abstracts the hand-object information

in the scene, and that we are able to take advantage of it to infer the future intermediate
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representation F̂t+∆. Once such regression becomes possible, we can simply plug-in the

predicted future representation F̂t+∆ to the remaining part of the hand network (i.e., h)

to obtain the final future hand prediction results. Therefore, we design a new network for

predicting the intermediate scene representation corresponding to the future frame F̂t+∆,

as a fully convolutional future regression network in Figure. 3.2.

Given a current scene representation F̂t from the hand representation network, our

future regression network (r) predicts the future the intermediate scene representation F̂t+∆:

F̂t+∆ = rw(F̂t). (3.2)

It has seven convolutional layers having 256 5×5 kernels. In addition, it has a layer with

1024 13×13 kernels followed by the last layer that has 256 1×1 kernels. We train the weights

(w) of the regression network with unlabeled first-person human activity videos using the

following loss function:

w∗ = arg min
w

∑
i,t

‖rw(F̂i
t)− F̂i

t+∆‖22

= arg min
w

∑
i,t

‖rw(g(X̂i
t))− F̂i

t+∆‖22 (3.3)

where X̂i
t indicates a video frame at time t from video i, and F̂i

t represents a feature map

at time t from video i.

Our future regression network can use any intermediate scene representation from any

intermediate layers of the hand network, but we use the one from auto-encoder for taking

advantage of its lower dimensionality. Finally, the future scene representation F̂t+∆ is fed

into the hand network for estimating hand bounding boxes corresponding to the future
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frame to obtain future hand locations Ŷt+∆,

Ŷt+∆ = h(F̂t+∆) (3.4)

Figure 3.2 summarizes the data flow of our perception component during testing phase.

Given a video frame X̂t at time t, (1) we extract the intermediate scene representation F̂t

using the feature extractor (g), and then (2) feed it into the future regression network (r)

to get the future scene representation F̂t+∆. Next, (3) we feed F̂t+∆ into the box estimator

(h), and finally obtain the future estimated position of hands Ŷt+∆ at time t.

Ŷt+∆ = h(F̂t+∆) = h(r(F̂t)) = h(r(g(X̂t))) (3.5)

Furthermore, instead of using just a single frame (i.e., the current frame) for the future

regression, we extend our network to take advantage of the previous K frames to obtain

F̂t+∆ as illustrated in Figure.3.1:

Ŷt+∆ = h(r([g(X̂t), ..., g(X̂t−(K−1))])). (3.6)

The advantage of our formulation is that it allows us to capture temporal information

of the movements of hands for predict future hand locations while considering the implicit

activity and object context, even without explicit detection of objects in the scene. Our

auto-encoder-based intermediate representation F̂i
t abstracts the scene configuration by in-

ternally representing what objects/hands are currently in the scene and where they are,

and our fully convolutional future regressor takes advantage of it for the prediction.
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3.1.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Datasets

We use two different types of datasets for training each neural network.

EgoHands [6]: This is a public dataset containing 48 first-person videos of people

interacting in four types of activities (playing cards, playing chess, solving a puzzle, and

playing Jenga). It has 4,800 frames with 15,053 ground-truth hand labels. Here, we added

466 frames with 1,267 ground-truth annotations to the original dataset to cover more hand

postures. We use this dataset to learn our hand detection network, which is trained to

locate hand boxes in a video frame.

Unlabeled Human-Human Interaction Videos: We created a new dataset with a

total of 47 first-person videos of human-human collaboration scenarios, with each video clip

ranging from 4 to 10 seconds. This is our main dataset for teaching a new task to our robot.

It contains two types of tasks: (1) the camera wearer clearing all objects on a table while

a partner (i.e., the other subject) approaches the table holding a heavy box to be placed

on the table, and (2) the camera wearer pushing a trivet on the table toward to a partner

while he/she approaches holding a hot cooking pan. These are unlabeled videos without

any activity or hand annotations, and we trained our convolutional regression network using

this dataset.

Baselines

We quantitatively compared our proposed future hand prediction network with three differ-

ent baselines. (i) Hand-crafted representation uses a manually-crafted state represen-

tation based on explicit object and hand detection. It encodes relative distances between

all interactive objects in our two scenarios, and uses them to predict future hand location

using neural network-based regression. More specifically, this baseline detects objects using
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Method
Evaluation

Precision Recall F-measure

Hand-crafted representation 0.30 ± 0.37 0.15 ± 0.19 0.20 ± 0.25

Hands only 4.78 ± 3.70 5.06 ± 4.06 4.87 ± 3.81

SSD with future Annotations 27.53 ± 23.36 9.09 ± 8.96 13.23 ± 12.62

Deep Regressor (ours): K=1 27.04 ± 16.50 21.71 ± 14.71 23.45 ± 14.99

Deep Regressor (ours): K=5 29.97 ± 15.37 23.89 ± 16.45 25.40 ± 15.51

Deep Regressor (ours): K=10 36.58 ± 16.91 28.78 ± 17.96 30.90 ± 17.02

Table 3.1: Evaluation of future hand locations prediction (1 sec later) with baselines, in terms of
precision, recall, and f-measure.

KAZE features [2] and hands using the CNN based hand detector in [6], and then com-

putes relative distances between all objects and hands for building the state representation,

which is a 20 dimensional vector. Then, we train a new neural network which has five fully

connected layers on the same human-human interaction videos to predict future hand loca-

tions based on the 20 dimensional feature vectors. (ii) Hands only uses frame-based hand

detection results for future regression. It predicts future hand locations solely based on

the hand detection results of the current frame. We extract hand locations from all frames

of the interaction videos using our hand representation network, and then train another

seven-layer neural network for future hand location prediction. (iii) SSD with future

annotations uses the original SSD model [71] trained on the EgoHands dataset. Instead of

training the model to infer the current hand locations given the input frame, we fine-tuned

this model on the EgoHands dataset with “future” locations of hands as the ground truth

labels. We also added 466 new frames to the original EgoHands dataset for making this

baseline since the original dataset has some repetitive patterns of hand movements.

Evaluation of our future hand prediction

We first evaluate our future hand prediction network in terms of precision, recall, and

F-measure, and compared them against the above baselines. In the first evaluation, we
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Method Mean Pixel Distance

Hand-crafted representation 143.85 ± 48.77

Hands only 247.88 ± 121.94

SSD with future Annotations 58.58 ± 36.76

Deep Regressor (ours): K=1 51.31 ± 39.10

Deep Regressor (ours): K=5 51.41 ± 38.46

Deep Regressor (ours): K=10 46.66 ± 36.92

Table 3.2: Mean pixel distance between ground truth and predictions. The video resolution was
1280x960.

Method Mean Pixel Distance

Hand-crafted representation 121.48 ± 87.36

Hands only 264.52 ± 148.15

SSD with future Annotations 48.63 ± 39.04

Deep Regressor (ours): K=1 40.08 ± 32.72

Deep Regressor (ours): K=5 40.46 ± 39.52

Deep Regressor (ours): K=10 36.78 ± 36.70

Table 3.3: Mean pixel distance between ground truth and predicted position of right hand. In this
experiment, we only consider the camera wearer’s right hand predictions since we attempt to learn
collaborative behaviors from the camera wearer’s reactions to the interaction situation. The video
resolution was 1280x960.

made our approach predict bounding boxes of human hands in the future frame given the

current image frame. We measured the “intersection over union” ratio between areas of

each predicted box and ground truth (future) hand locations. Only when the ratio was

greater than 0.5 was the predicted box accepted as a true positive. In this experiment,

we randomly split the set of our Human-Human Interaction Videos into the training and

testing sets, so 32 videos were used for training sets and remaining 15 videos were used for

testing sets in a total of 47 videos.

Table 3.1 shows quantitative results of our future hand prediction. Here, K represents

the number of frames we used as input for our regression network. Our ∆ was 30 frames to

forecast hand locations one second ahead of time. We observe that our approach significantly

outperforms all baselines, including state-of-the-art SSD modified for hand prediction. Our

proposed network with K = 10 yielded the best performance in terms of all three metrics,
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Figure 3.3: Two examples of our visual prediction. The first example is the activity of clearing
the table, and the second example is the activity of pushing the trivet toward the person holding
a cooking pan. The first row shows the input frames and the second row shows our future hand
prediction results. In the third row, we overlaid our predictions on “future” frames. Red boxes
correspond to the predicted ‘my left hand’ locations, blue boxes correspond to ‘my right hand’, green
boxes correspond to the opponent’s left hand, and the cyan boxes correspond to the opponent’s right
hand. The frames were captured every one second.

with about 30.9 score in F-measure.

In our second evaluation, we measured mean pixel distance between ground truth loca-

tions and the predicted positions of hands. We measured this only when both the ground

truth and the predictions are present in the same frame. Table 3.2 shows the mean pixel

distance errors for all four types of hands (my left, my right, your left, and your right). Once

more, the results confirm that our approaches outperform the performance of the baselines.

We also compared mean pixel distances of these methods while only considering the

camera wearer’s right hand predictions, since position of the right hand is more important

for learning collaborative behaviors in our experimental scenarios. Table 3.3 shows mean

pixel distance between ground truth and predicted position of ‘my right hand,’ we can see

that performance of our approaches is superior to all the baselines. Examples of our visual
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predictions results are illustrated in Figure. 3.3.

3.2 ANALYZING OBJECTS IN VIDEOS OF DAILY LIVING

3.2.1 INTRODUCTION

Our second application scenario is learning the state changes of objects (i.e, changes in

location of the objects and which objects will appear/disappear in the future) from first-

person videos of daily activities such as brushing teeth and watching television. This is also

a necessary ability for intelligent systems that work together with people, since collaborative

tasks require understanding how the objects near them will be moved by human partners.

Recently, a considerable literature has grown up around the theme of forecasting a

future event in computer vision. For example, Park et al. investigated predicting future

trajectories of ego-motion and tried to discover space occluded by a foreground object from

egocentric stereo images [89]. In 2017, Ma et al. reported a new predictive models to forecast

future behaviors of multiple pedestrians using game theory and deep learning-based visual

analysis [76]. In a study conducted by Luo et al, an unsupervised learning approach was

presented to predict a scene representation that encodes long-term motion dependencies as

a sequence of basic 3D motion flows for activity recognition [75]. Even though they did not

demonstrate their approach for recognizing events in future frames, it showed the possibility

to predict future human actions based on the proposed scene representation.

However, research to date has not yet targeted forecasting explicit locations of objects

appearing in videos. Vondrick et al. investigated forecasting presence of objects, but they

did not attempt to predict their locations [114]. Some work has attempted to predict future

video frames directly [35, 72]; so far, however, there has been little discussion about fore-

casting object location in future frames and previous approaches also assumed the objects

to be already present in the scene.
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In this thesis, we extend our previous proposed perception network for hand detection

to take advantage of motion-domain features for predicting “future” object locations given

a current video frame. We predict object locations in the future frame even when they are

not visible in a sequence of current image frames. We believe this is the first attempt to

present a method to explicitly forecast location of objects in future frames using a fully

convolutional network.

3.2.2 APPROACH: TWO-STREAMNETWORKWITH A TEMPORAL

STREAM

The objective of this study is to predict object location in a future scene given a sequence

of current image frames. Here, we propose a new two-stream convolutional neural network

architecture, by extending our previous proposed perception network for hand detection

which we introduced in the previous section. This design was inspired by the success of

two-stream networks for activity recognition [103]. We use X and Y gradients of optical

flow as input to a temporal stream network to capture temporal motion patterns in human

daily activity videos, while the spatial stream network receives an image frame as input.

The same base network, VGG-16 [104], is used to extract both the spatial and temporal

information from the two different inputs, and then two feature maps are combined together

after feature extraction. To be specific, we combine two feature maps using a fusion layer

with a 1×1 kernel before the auto-encoder component of the proposed network, which

constructs a single combined 256×25×25 feature blob which contains both spatial and

temporal information of the input video. This data fusion approach can be considered as

the early fusion in the published paper by Feichtenhofer et al. [33]. The main advantage of

applying this early-fusion method instead of late-fusion is that we can reduce the amount

of computations in our temporal stream to stack optical flows from multiple frames, since
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Figure 3.4: Overview of our two-stream network, consisting of two fully convolutional neural net-
works. The first is the two-stream object detection network (1st row and 3rd row of the figure).
The 1st row and the 3rd row are duplicates of the same model. The second network is a fully
convolutional regression network used to predict the future intermediate scene representation (the
2nd row). Only the colored layers are used in the actual testing stage.

our future regression network can use this combined scene representation which already has

temporal information in the form of the feature vector.

Figure. 3.4 illustrates our two-stream network for analyzing the state changes of objects

in videos of daily living. The spatial stream takes the image frame as an input (X̂It), while

the temporal stream receives the corresponding X and Y gradients of optical flow (X̂Ot).

Thus, the original f of our hand/object representation network in Equation 3.1 is changed
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to take two input variables X̂It and X̂Ot.

Ŷt = f(X̂It, X̂Ot) = h(F̂t) = h(g(X̂It, X̂Ot)), (3.7)

Note that X̂Ot is calculated from image It−1 and It, so no future information after time

t is used and the other functions (g, and h) and the scene representation (F̂t) are the same

as in Equation 3.1. The objective function for future regression to predict the future scene

representation (F̂t+∆) is also changed to take both the inputs, where r denotes our future

regression network.

w∗ = arg min
w

∑
i,t

‖rw(F̂i
t)− F̂i

t+∆‖22

= arg min
w

∑
i,t

‖rw(g(X̂I
i
t, X̂O

i
t))− g(X̂I

i
t+∆, X̂O

i
t+∆)‖22 (3.8)

Finally, the future scene representation is fed to the function h to forecast object loca-

tions (Ŷt+∆) corresponding to the future frame, in our previous work in Section 3.1

Ŷt+∆ = h(F̂t+∆) = h(r(F̂t)) = h(r(g(X̂It, X̂Ot))). (3.9)

3.2.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Datasets

Activities of Daily Living (ADL) [94]: We use this public dataset that contains 20 first-

person videos of 18 daily activities, such as making tea and doing laundry, for analyzing

the state changes of objects related to human activities. The dataset is challenging because

frames display a significant amount of motion blur caused by the camera wearer’s movement

and the annotations are noisy. There are 43 types of objects in the dataset which are
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Forecast Method dish door utensil cup oven person soap tap tbrush tpaste towel trashc tv remote mAP

5 secs
later

Vondrick [114] 4.1 22.2 5.7 16.4 17.5 8.4 19.5 20.6 9.2 5.3 5.6 4.2 8.0 2.6 10.7

SSD with future annotation 18.9 17.6 0.0 28.1 7.1 23.0 0.0 37.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.4 0.0 10.9

SSD (two-stream) 13.5 22.4 0.0 15.2 4.1 14.3 39.8 21.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 48.4 0.0 12.8

Ours (one-stream K=1) 34.4 37.0 18.9 19.2 24.3 75.1 70.0 55.0 23.8 6.7 16.6 2.1 57.5 61.7 35.9

Ours (one-stream K=10) 35.1 42.4 22.2 29.9 37.9 69.9 68.0 67.6 21.7 47.7 17.7 5.2 30.5 36.4 38.0

Ours (two-stream K=1) 38.2 44.1 23.8 29.1 37.2 73.1 67.1 60.6 12.2 38.0 13.7 4.4 37.2 58.5 38.4

Ours (two-stream K=10) 35.7 44.0 24.2 29.3 39.6 75.7 68.9 63.2 20.4 47.2 18.2 4.6 40.4 60.3 40.8

Table 3.4: Future object presence forecast (5 seconds later) evaluation on the ADL dataset.

annotated with ground truth labels and bounding boxes. Among them, we trained our

model (and the baselines) for the 15 most common categories to compare with the baseline

[114]. We split the ADL dataset into four sets, and trained our object perception model on

three sets and used the remaining set for evaluation.

Baselines

We compared our two-stream network with three different baselines: (i) SSD with future

annotations is the same baseline that was used in the evaluation of our hand detection

network (described in Section 3.1) but trained on the ADL dataset with “future” ground

truth object locations. This enables the model to directly regress future object locations

given the current frame. (ii) SSD (two-stream) uses the same training scheme as the

first baseline, but extended to have two-stream inputs to see how much the temporal stream

helps to improve the performance of forecasting the state changes of objects. (iii) Ours

(one-stream K=10) is our approach for hands described in Section 3.1, but trained on

the ADL dataset for future object location prediction. It thus only has the spatial stream

without the temporal stream.
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Forecast Method dish door utensil cup oven person soap tap tbrush tpaste towel trashc tv remote mAP

1 sec
later

SSD with future annotation 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1

SSD (two-stream) 1.6 12.4 0.0 0.9 5.1 9.6 0.0 2.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 29.8 1.3 4.5

Ours (one-stream K=1) 0.4 15.0 1.2 2.6 13.8 43.4 4.4 19.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 16.0 18.8 9.6

Ours (one-stream K=10) 0.4 14.0 0.0 0.7 16.1 45.8 5.4 22.9 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.0 20.5 6.8 9.5

Ours (two-stream K=1) 7.3 19.6 1.9 1.8 37.2 26.2 11.6 33.8 0.0 1.4 1.5 0.8 11.0 11.9 11.9

Ours (two-stream K=10) 3.8 10.1 1.8 5.5 19.0 59.6 2.8 41.8 0.0 0.0 3.4 0.0 15.9 45.2 14.9

5 secs
later

SSD with future annotation 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.2

SSD (two-stream) 2.0 11.7 0.0 3.2 10.2 0.5 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 3.7

Ours (one-stream K=1) 0.5 10.8 0.0 0.3 16.5 10.4 3.2 8.2 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.0 3.9 1.7 4.0

Ours (one-stream K=10) 0.2 10.7 0.0 0.2 0.7 35.7 1.3 5.6 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 3.8 1.2 4.7

Ours (two-stream K=1) 1.5 9.8 0.4 0.4 24.1 17.0 8.6 15.8 0.0 0.0 1.6 0.2 7.5 5.8 6.6

Ours (two-stream K=10) 0.7 4.7 0.0 5.0 9.7 35.6 0.7 10.5 0.0 0.0 1.4 0.0 15.0 24.8 7.7

Table 3.5: Future object location forecast evaluation using the ADL dataset.

Object presence forecast

We first evaluated our approach to predict ‘presence’ of objects in future frames. To be

specific, we estimated whether the objects will exist in the future frame or not, regardless

location, given a sequence of current video frames. Here, we trained our model and all three

baselines to predict presence of objects 5 seconds ahead of time.

Table 3.4 shows our result with the baselines. We observe that our two-stream approach

outperforms all baselines in terms of mAP. It is also worth noting that our approach without

any future frame information (K=1) significantly outperforms the results reported in [114]

by more than 20 mAP. Furthermore, our K=10 model shows the best performance over all

baselines, thus confirming that motion information helps object presence prediction as well.

Object location forecast

We next measured the object location forecast accuracy. Similar to hand location prediction

in Section 3.1, we estimated future bounding box locations (1 or 5 seconds later) and

compared with the same baselines that were used in the previous evaluation. We report the

accuracy of our prediction with the baselines in Table 3.5 in terms of average precision of
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Figure 3.5: Example object location forecasts on the ADL dataset. The first two rows show the
input frames and corresponding optical flows that are fed to our two-stream network. In the bottom
row, we overlaid our predictions of object locations on “future” frames.

Current frame 1 second future 5 second future Current frame 1 second future 5 second future

Figure 3.6: Example object location forecasts in two different time setting (1 second and 5 second
later). Here, we overlaid predicted future bounding boxes on the actual “future” frames again. Our
approach correctly predicted the locations of three objects (oven, tap, and person) by observing a
sequence of current frames.

each object category.

As Table 3.5 shows, the overall accuracy of all methods was poor due to the many

challenges of the ADL dataset. For example, objects often unpredictably appear/disappear

in future frames despite that they exist in the current video frame. Nevertheless, we observe

that our approach significantly outperforms all the SSD baselines including our one-stream

approach. Figure 3.6 shows some examples of our object location forecasts.

Hand location forecast

Additionally, we evaluated the performance of our approach to predict future hand locations

using our unlabeled human interaction dataset (used in the previous section) to confirm the

benefit of the temporal-stream for predicting future hand locations.

Table 3.6 shows quantitative results of 1-second future hand prediction on the human

interaction dataset. The proposed two-stream models performed better than our one-stream
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Method
Evaluation

Precision Recall F-measure

SSD with future Annotations 27.53 ± 23.36 9.09 ± 8.96 13.23 ± 12.62

Ours (one-stream K=10) 36.58 ± 16.91 28.78 ± 17.96 30.90 ± 17.02

Ours (two-stream K=1) 37.21 ± 22.49 26.69 ± 14.28 30.21 ± 16.07

Ours (two-stream K=5) 37.41 ± 22.97 26.19 ± 14.93 30.06 ± 17.16

Ours (two-stream K=10) 42.89 ± 23.61 30.46 ± 13.08 34.18 ± 16.48

Table 3.6: Evaluation of future hand locations prediction (1 sec later) with two-stream network on
Human Interaction dataset.

model, indicating the temporal stream is helpful to predict future locations. Our proposed

model with K= 10 yields the best performance in terms of precision, recall, and f-measure.

3.3 ANALYZING PRESSED NOTES AND FINGER MOVEMENTS

OF PEOPLE PLAYING PIANO

3.3.1 INTRODUCTION

Our third application scenario is observing people playing a piano. An objective of this

research is to develop an interactive piano tutoring system that provides real-time feedback

to learners about their play like pressed keys, hand movements, posture, etc. In particular,

we have two primary aims: 1) to determine which notes on a piano are being played at any

moment in time, 2) to identify which finger is pressing each note.

In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in building intelligent music tutor-

ing systems that apply Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology in music education [7,46,90].

A wide range of technologies has been employed for music teaching and learning, from

Music Information Retrieval (MIR) techniques [24] to Augmented Reality (AR) with AI

technology [21,69].

Traditionally, researchers attempted to employ rule-based expert systems that store

teaching materials, answers, and comments for evaluating a learner’s performance and giv-
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ing feedback [22, 46]. MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) based digital musical

instruments were commonly used for avoiding the problem of music transcription — con-

verting audio signals of an acoustic instrument into a structured audio format like a music

score sheet or MIDI file. However, traditional approaches are limited in providing real-time

feedback which is important for a learner to check their mistake as early as possible. More-

over, there is a lot of demand to develop intelligent music tutoring systems that allow users

to play acoustic instruments to learn a new instrument.

Recently, considerable literature has grown around Automatic Music Transcription (AMT)

research, which aims to solve the music transcription problem by automatically generating

the structured musical representation from an acoustic signal [8,113]. AMT is a fundamen-

tal problem for a wide range of music applications, such as music information retrieval and

interactive music systems, and various technologies have been attempted to detect pitch,

rhythm, and onset (offset) in musical signals. Furthermore, a number of authors have con-

sidered building real-time processing systems that not only handle pre-recorded audio, but

also live streaming of music [23, 25]. So far, however, very little attention has been paid to

using the other sensory inputs like a video stream in addition to audio signals.

In this thesis, we introduce a novel two-stream convolutional neural network that takes

video and audio inputs together for detecting pressed notes and finger movements of people

playing piano. Although some research has been carried out on employing computer vision

approaches [1,108] on this problem, there have been few publications on music analysis with

audio-visual fusion [91, 124]. In addition, previous published studies are difficult to extend

since they require a carefully engineered event detection pipeline.

We formulate our two problems (note detection and finger identification) as object de-

tection with multi-task learning rather than standard image classification. This view is

especially useful for analyzing the piano player’s performance since it reduces the search
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space for detecting pressed notes and identify fingers. We extend the Single Shot MultiBox

Detector (SSD) [71] to take corresponding audio signals and an image frame to resolve am-

biguities caused by finger or key occlusions, and design the model to focus on a single octave

and hand for reducing the searching space. We report experiments measuring recognition

accuracy and demonstrate that our approach is able to detect pressed piano keys and the

piano player’s fingers with high accuracy.

3.3.2 RELATED WORK

Intelligent Musical Instrument Tutoring

There is a growing body of literature that applies Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology

to building intelligent tutoring systems for learning various musical instruments such as

guitar [7], piano [22] and violin [122]. The purpose of a intelligent musical instrument

tutoring system is to help students learn how to play musical instruments by providing

proper feedback after listening and analyzing the student’s playing. Much of the current

literature on intelligent music tutoring systems pay particular attention to audio signal

processing for analyzing the user’s performance [24, 90], which is a natural direction since

the system is developed for music. However, there are limitations, since these systems often

requires specifically designed instruments and controllers [24] for avoiding the problem of

music transcription. Recent developments in Automatic Music Transcription (AMT) open

the possibility that users can play acoustic instruments with the tutoring system [8, 113].

Nevertheless, the fundamental problem still remains since it only can give feedback about

rhythm and sound. For example, hand posture or the position of fingers are also very

important for learning to play piano; so far, however, very little attention has been paid to

providing feedback about the student’s posture.
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Computer Vision in Music Analysis

In this thesis, we apply computer vision techniques for analyzing the pressed piano keys

and the pianist’s finger movements in videos of people playing piano. Computer vision can

play an important role in providing proper feedback about a student’s fingering and hand

position on the piano. It also can help resolve ambiguities in the audio signals caused by

complex interacting harmonics. There has been previous work on applying computer vision

techniques for music analysis. Akbari et al. created a four-stage image processing pipeline

based on Hough line transforms [47] for pressed piano keys detection [1]. Takegawa et al.

attached color markers to the pianist’s finger nails, and then applied a simple color-based

image processing pipeline with some musical rules for analyzing the pianist’s fingering move-

ments [108]. Johnson et al. used a depth camera with Histograms of Oriented Gradients

(HOG) features for detecting pianist hand posture [50]. However, there have been few at-

tempts at integrating the computer vision approaches with audio signals to complement the

limitations of each feature. Although a few studies have investigated multimodal fusion for

music analysis [91, 124], their approaches are hard to expand tp other musical instruments

due to hardware requirements [124] and specific engineering design of the systems [91].

Deep Learning in Music Analysis

In recent years, deep learning has emerged as a powerful tool for many AI applications

from object detection [71,96] to learning motor control policies for robotic applications [66].

It also has become popular in Music Information Retrieval (MIR) research, and many

researchers have applied deep learning for various applications such as automatic music

transcriptions of drum [113], piano [44, 102], chord detection [126], and music recommen-

dation [68]. Most studies in the field of MIR, however, have only focused on audio signals,

and only a few deal with multimodal fusion for music analysis [88].
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Figure 3.7: Outline of our two-stream architecture. The top row is the original SSD model with a
different base network to handle visual stream input. We simply replace VGG16 [104] with Inception
V3 [106] to forward more elaborate feature for constructing multi resolution feature maps. The
bottom row is a four-layer CNN to the handle audio stream. We employ MFCC for audio feature
extraction, and take a late fusion approach to integrate the audio and visual feature vectors. Since
the audio features do not have the same spatial information as the visual features, we concatenate
them along the depth axis for each multi-resolution feature map after reshaping the audio features
and do not use the audio features to compute localization loss. Our model is designed to focus on
the piano key movements within a single octave to reduce the search space from 88 keys to 12 keys.

3.3.3 APPROACH: MULTI-TASK LEARNING WITH VIDEO-AUDIO

FUSION

The objective of this study is to detect pressed piano notes and identify which fingers pressed

each note at any moment in time by observing people playing a piano. In this section, we

describe our two-stream audio-visual fusion network that learns to detect pressed notes and

fingers from videos of people playing a piano.

Pressed Piano Notes Detection

We can formulate the first problem as image classification, which is the task of assigning to

each video frame a label corresponding to pressed notes from 88 piano keys. We then use
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a state-of-the art image classification network [127], and train on a dataset which contains

people playing a piano with ground truth key pressed labels. The benefit of this approach

is that we can achieve reasonable performance without any specific modification. However,

there are certain drawbacks associated with the use of this formulation. One of these

is that piano keys visually look very similar, so it is challenging to distinguish different

pressed piano keys from all 88 keys. The other limitation of this formulation is that it does

not exploit the other major sources of evidence like audio signals and the pianist’s hand

movements, both of which are related to the pressed piano notes.

Architecture

In this thesis, we formulate this problem as multi-task learning with audio-visual data fusion

instead of simply adapting this standard image classification model. Our model focuses on

the movements of piano keys in a single octave which contains 12 keys (7 white keys and

5 blacks), and use audio signals corresponding to the current image frame for boosting the

performance of the classifier. The main ideas behinds our approach are: (1) piano keys of

same notes at different octaves visually look exactly the same; the only difference between

them are their locations on the piano, (2) audio signals help resolve ambiguity caused by

finger or key occlusions, and (3) visual features also help resolve ambiguities in the audio

signals caused by complex interacting harmonics.

Figure 3.7 shows the overall architecture of our model for analyzing pianist accuracy

and form. We extend the state-of-the-art convolutional object detection network (SSD [71])

for multi-task learning, with an additional audio-stream to handle audio signals of video.

Here, we define three tasks to analyze piano playing: 1) localization to find octave sections

on the piano, 2) pressed piano note classification to identify the pressed piano keys in a

single octave, and 3) octave classification to identify which octaves are played at any given
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moment. Our model takes two inputs: the current image frame of people playing a piano

and the audio feature map which represents the audio signals corresponding to the image

frame.

To be specific, this audio feature map is constructed from 20-dimensional Mel-Frequency

Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) features for 100 milliseconds segments of video (which cor-

respond 10 consecutive image frames of the input video, our video is recorded in 60 frames

per second). We obtain 9 temporal feature sets with 100 ms for the window size, and then

compute the first and second order derivatives of the MFCC features for making they have

three channels like an RGB image. Each constructed audio feature map thus finally has a

dimensional of 9 × 20 × 3. The input videos are recorded with an image resolution of 1920

× 1080 at 60Hz using a camera placed camera over the piano, but we resize the original

image frames to 300 × 300 in the preprocessing phase for feeding them to our model.

To integrate both visual and audio features, we take a late fusion approach which con-

catenates two feature vectors immediately before the final score functions. For pressed

piano note classification, we extract audio features from the 3rd and 4th layers of the au-

dio net, and then concatenate audio features along the depth axis of the multi-resolution

image feature maps since the proposed model separately predicts the confidences per each

default box. Once audio-visual data are concatenated, we employ 1 × 1 convolution to take

advantage of each feature vector for making a final decision. We also employ audio-visual

data fusion for octave classification. Since octave classification is not related to locations

of bounding boxes, we only use the last feature map from multi resolution feature maps

of each data stream to predict one octave category at a time. For localization, we do not

use the audio features since audio features do not have the spatial information needed to

predict the location of one octave section on piano.
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Training

We extend the original objective function in SSD for handling multi-task learning. The

extended objective function consists of three loss functions: (1) localization loss (Lloc), (2)

pressed piano note classification loss (Lcls note), and (3) octave classification loss (Lcls octave).

The overall objective function is a weighted sum of these losses:

L(x, y, cnote, coctave, l, g) =
1

N
(Lcls note(x, cnote) + αLloc(x, l, g)) + βLcls octave(y, coctave)

(3.10)

where N is the number of matched bounding boxes, x is a binary indicator (0 or 1) for

matching the default box to the ground truth box of the piano note category p, y is a

binary indicator for matching the input image frame with the ground truth octave classifi-

cation label of category q, cnote and coctave indicate confidence scores of pressed piano note

classification in single octave and octave classification respectively, and l and g represent

the locations of predicted box and the ground truth box.

For pressed piano note classification loss, we use a sigmoid function instead of the

softmax that is used in the original SSD for multi-class, multi-label classification. Thus,

the confidence loss is changed to:

Lcls note(x, cnote) = −
N∑

i∈Pos
xpij log(ĉpi )−

∑
i∈Neg

log(ĉ0
i ) where ĉpi =

1

1 + exp(−cpi )
(3.11)

Here, i and j represent the box number (i-th and j-th) of the default box and the ground

truth box respectively.

Likewise, we use a sigmoid function with cross-entropy loss for octave classification:

Lcls octave(y, coctave) = −yq log(ĉq)− (1− yq) log(1− ĉq) where ĉq =
1

1 + exp(−cq)
(3.12)
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We set the weight terms α and β to 1 by cross validation and use the original localization

loss, which is a Smooth L1 loss to regress location parameters of the predicted bounding

boxes.

Lloc(x, l, g) =
N∑

i∈Pos

∑
m∈{cx,cy,w,h}

xkijsmoothL1(lmi − ĝmi )

ĝcxj = (gcxj − dcxi )/dwi ĝcyj = (gcyj − d
cy
i )/dhi

ĝwj = log

(
gwj
dwh

)
ĝhj = log

(
ghj

dhi

)
(3.13)

Here, (cx, cy) indicates the offsets for the center of the default bounding box(d), and w and

h represent width and height of the bounding box.

Identifying Fingers Used to Press Notes

Architecture

For identifying which fingers are used to press a note on a piano, we frame the problem

as object detection and employ the same architecture without octave classification or the

audio stream since the audio signals do not contribute to distinguishing different fingers.

This problem is more challenging because the piano player’s fingers move very fast and they

are small. Furthermore, the same finger looks differently depending on hand posture, and

is often occluded by other fingers.

We propose to use the key pressed information obtained by the first network for reducing

the search space to detect fingers. We assume that input videos are recorded with similar

camera angles, and then use the key pressed information to crop the input image frames

based on the rough locations of the pressed key on the piano. For example, we can remove

the very left and right sides of the input image if the middle C is given by the first network.

In this thesis, we crop out about 30% of the original input images as a preprocessing phase,
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and then feed them to the network to identify used fingers.

Training

One problem of the object detection formulation is that it requires more expensive annota-

tions because the network needs bounding boxes of the target objects in training. In order

to reduce this annotation cost, we use a public dataset for hand detection in images [6] for

obtaining bounding boxes of fingers. Since human fingers are jointed digits on our hands,

we adopt these hand bounding boxes for fingers with some offsets to ensure they contain

all five fingers. Therefore, we first train our network on the EgoHands dataset [6], and then

apply the trained model to construct our own dataset for finger identification. We assume

that hands are located nearby in adjacent image frames, and thus use the previous bound-

ing box locations for the current frame if the network trained on the EgoHands dataset

fails to detect hands in a frame. Finally, we create our own dataset of finger detection by

integrating these bounding boxes with finger numbers which are obtained according to the

musical scores, and then train the proposed network on our new introduced dataset.

3.3.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We conducted two sets of experiments to evaluate the proposed architecture and compare

it to various baselines. In the first set of experiments, we focus on testing the accuracy of

our model for pressed piano notes detection. In the second set of experiments, we evaluate

the accuracy of our approach for identifying fingers used to press notes.

Datasets

We created a new dataset for observing video of people playing piano and learning models

for detecting pressed keys and fingers from the video. Figure 3.8 shows the pipeline that

we used for generating our dataset given three different input files: videos, MIDI files, and
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Figure 3.8: The pipeline to create our dataset of Hanon Exercises.

music scores. First, we extracted image frames and audio from the input video, and then

applied the pre-trained hand detector on image frames to obtain bounding boxes of fingers.

For the audio stream, we extracted MFCC features with 100 ms window size from the audio,

and constructed MFCC-based audio images with the first and second order derivatives of

the extracted MFCC features for representing the audio signals. In order to make ground

truth labels of pressed notes and used fingers, we recorded MIDI files while a person was

playing the piano and then used them with music scores for annotating our dataset. Finally,

we synchronized the image frames and corresponding audio images with the annotations of

finger numbers, bounding boxes, and pressed notes. Note that 6 consecutive image frames

are synchronized with the same audio image since the videos in our dataset were recorded

of 60 fps.

Hanon Exercises

We used the Hanon Exercises [42], which are widely used for piano teachers and students

to strengthen hands and fingers and build basic techniques for the music to create our

dataset. Hanon Exercises might not be fun music that many people like to play, but we

chose these since they evenly cover many piano notes with repeated playing patterns, which
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camera

MIDI

Figure 3.9: Our piano room with an experimental setup and an example of Hanon Exercises that
we used for constructing our own datasets. We recorded MIDI files while a person was playing the
piano and then used them with music scores for annotating our dataset.

thus yields naturally balanced and directed data for the pressed notes detection. They

are also beneficial for finger identification for a similar reason since the Hanon Exercises

have all finger numbers on the score and they are designed to exercise all five fingers evenly.

Therefore, we can easily create a large-scale balanced dataset by automatically assigning the

pressed note and finger annotations based on MIDI events and the repeated finger patterns

with the scores. Figure 3.9 shows our piano room for the experimental setup and the first

few bars of Hanon Exercises number 1.

In this thesis, we prepared two datasets of people playing the Hanon Exercises. First,

we collected videos of a person playing a piano with only one hand to create a relatively

easier dataset, “One Hand Hanon.” We then constructed more advanced level dataset that

contains both hands playing the same exercises, and named it as “Two Hands Hanon.”

One Hand Hanon: This dataset contains a total of 10 videos of a person playing Hanon

exercises 1 to 5 with one hand, and each video clip ranges from 50 to 120 seconds. A player

played each exercise twice using different hands (left and right) for recording these videos.

In total, we collected 35,332 frames with ground-truth annotations. We split this dataset

into five sets according to the exercise number, trained our model on exercises 1 to 3 (23,555
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Method Accuracy

Using a Single Sensory Input:

Video Only (Inception V3 [106]) 56.43%

Audio Only (Audio Net) 41.10%

Video and Audio Data Fusion:

Two-stream w/o Multi-Task (Inception V3 + Audio Net) 75.05%

Multi-Task Learning to focus on a Single Octave:

Video Only w/ Multi-Task (Inception V3 + Focusing a Single Octave) 82.37%

Two-stream w/ Multi-Task (Ours, Inception V3 + Audio Net + Focusing a Single Octave) 85.69%

Table 3.7: Pressed Notes Detection Accuracy on One Hand Hanon dataset.

frames), and then used the remaining exercises 4 and 5 (11,777 frames) for evaluation.

Two Hands Hanon: This dataset contains a total of 5 videos of a person playing the

same Hanon exercises 1 to 5 with both hands, and each video clip ranges from 50 to 240

seconds. In total, we collected 51,596 frames with ground-truth annotations. Similar to

One Hand Hanon Exercises, we split this dataset into five sets with regard to the exercise

number, and trained our model on exercises 2 to 4 (36,115 frames) and then the remaining

exercises 1 and 5 (15,481 frames) were used for evaluation. It is worth noting that this is

a multi-label dataset for octave classification since Hanon Exercises have two octaves that

are supposed to be played at the same time when played them with both hands.

Evaluation

Pressed Notes Detection

We first evaluated the accuracy of the proposed architecture for pressed notes detection. We

compared our video-audio fusion model based on multi-task formulation with four different

baselines. (i) Video Only is a baseline that only uses video frames as input to the classifier

to identify the pressed piano keys. It thus formulates the problem as a standard image

classification problem, and we used Inception V3 [106] for this baseline. Similar to this first

baseline, (ii) Audio Only baseline also uses a single sensory input, but it uses audio signals
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Method Accuracy

Using a Single Sensory Input:

Video Only (Inception V3 [106]) 46.33%

Audio Only (Audio Net) 39.63%

Video and Audio Data Fusion:

Two-stream w/o Multi-Task (Inception V3 + Audio Net) 65.33%

Multi-Task Learning to focus on a Single Octave:

Video Only w/ Multi-Task (Inception V3 + Focusing a Single Octave) 65.82%

Two-stream w/ Multi-Task (Ours, Inception V3 + Audio Net + Focusing a Single Octave) 75.37%

Table 3.8: Pressed Notes Detection Accuracy on Two Hands Hanon dataset.

instead of the image frames. We used our Audio Net which is a four layer CNN described

in Figure 3.7 for this baseline. (iii) Two-stream w/o Multi-Task uses audio-visual data

fusion without our multi-task formulation which is designed to focus on the key movements

in a single octave. This baseline uses Inception V3 and the Audio Net to handle each sensory

input respectively, and then takes a late-fusion approach for integrating both inputs. (iv)

Video Only w/ Multi-Task is a baseline that uses our multi-task formulation, but it

only takes a video stream for detecting the pressed notes.

We measured classification accuracy for this first evaluation, which is a percentage of

correctly classified images given total image frames of the test set. Since our approach and

the Video Only w/ Multi-Task baseline can produce more than one output at a time with

different bounding boxes, we picked the single predicted box that had the highest confidence

score in each image, and then assigned its predicted class (pressed note) to the image for

both approaches. In addition, we only accepted the image as a true positive when the

image was correctly classified by each approach for both the octave and pressed piano notes

classifications. We trained our model using RMSProp [45] for 50k iterations with learning

rate 10−4, 0.9 momentum, 0.9 decay, and batch size 32 on both Hanon datasets for this

experiment.

Table 3.7 shows the pressed notes detection accuracy of the proposed approach with
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Figure 3.10: The accuracy of the proposed approach to identify fingers used to press piano notes.
We evaluated the performance of two approaches (with key pressed information vs. without key
pressed information) in terms of average precision. The x-axis shows finger names and (l) and (r)
indicate the left and right hand respectively.

our four baselines on the One Hand Hanon dataset. We observe that our two-stream ap-

proach with multi-task learning formulation outperforms all baselines in terms of accuracy.

Our model yielded 85.69 % pressed notes detection accuracy, and the experimental result

confirms that our multi-task formulation and additional audio stream are able to boost the

performance of the classifier.

We next measured the classification accuracy on the Two Hands Hanon dataset. We used

the same baselines, training strategies, and hyperparameters for this experiment. However,

we replaced the final softmax function of all baseline approaches with the sigmoid function

since the Two Hands dataset changes the problem to a multi-label classification (because

it contains two labels for each image). For our approach, we picked the top two predicted

boxes based on the confidence scores, then assigned each image their predicted classes.

Table 3.8 shows the pressed notes detection results on this Two Hands Hanon dataset.
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Once more, the results confirm that our approaches outperform the performance of the

baselines in terms of classification accuracy.

Used Fingers Identification

Our second set of experiments evaluated the accuracy of identifying fingers used to press

notes on a piano. The purpose of these experiments was to validate our object detection

formulation with the processing pipeline that was used to generate the finger identification

dataset and to check how much the key pressed information helps for identifying fingers.

For these experiments, we trained our object detector on the One Hand Hanon for detecting

fingers, with and without a pre-processing stage to crop the input image frame based on key

pressed information. We then measured used finger detection accuracy in terms of average

precision.

Figure 3.10 illustrates used finger detection accuracy of the two approaches. From the

figure, we can clearly observe that pressed notes information is beneficial to detect used

fingers to press piano keys. The network achieved better accuracy for all fingers in terms of

average precision when it used key pressed information. The model with the pre-processing

step yielded 0.929 for mean average precison (mAP), which was more accurate than the

model without key pressed information (0.856 in mAP).
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CHAPTER 4

BUILDING INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS FOR NATURAL

INTERACTION WITH PEOPLE

The specific purpose of this thesis is to build intelligent and interactive systems that can

understand people’s behaviors and interact with them. Therefore, our activity learning

should extend beyond perceiving human behaviors and consider a knowledge transfer prob-

lem, to transfer learned activities from observations to an intelligent system. Moreover,

many human-centric issues should be addressed properly for building “interactive” systems.

For example, researchers must handle safety issues to prevent potential hazards to humans

working with intelligent agents [61], and also take the human partner’s mental states (i.e.,

feelings, desires, intents, etc.) into account for natural human-agent collaboration [12].

In this chapter, we present two different approaches for transferring knowledge from

the proposed perception component (which we described in Section 3.1) to two different

types of robots. First, we show a relatively simple method which directly maps the robot

control commands to each human hand gesture. We use a small low-cost drone, Parrot

AR Drone 2.0, as a hardware platform for demonstrating the approach to generate drone

control commands and discuss its limitations. After that we introduce our new approach

to imitate observed human actions with a humanoid robot, Baxter, which has two seven

degree-of-freedom arms. Finally, we conduct a user study with the Baxter robot to evaluate

the proposed approach and explore designable factors for making a robot more acceptable

in social scenarios based on a focus group interview involving the drone.
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4.1 FROM PERCEPTION TO INTELLIGENT AGENTS

A considerable amount of literature has been published on learning robot control policies

based on visual input through a camera [36,66,93,125]. Recent trends in this line of research

have employed convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to learn the robot control policies end-

to-end for directly mapping raw image observations to the robot control commands, and they

have shown promising results for many robotics applications, such as object grasping [36,93],

manipulation [66,125], and autonomous driving [19].

However, the main disadvantage with this kind of approach is that it often requires

expensive hardware equipment, like a specific type of robot for obtaining training samples,

and demands a huge amount of time [67, 93] to collect those examples. Furthermore, we

must handle the Correspondence Problem to learn activities from human demonstrations,

so we still need a bridge to link the perception part of the robot and the robot control

policies.

For this reason, much of the previous research on human activity learning for robotics

applications has employed grammar representations to model human activities for generat-

ing robot actions according to its camera input [65, 118, 120]. Since this allows a robot to

encode and decode human activities based on the grammar, the robot can learn a new task

from human demonstrations and replicate them. However, there are certain problems with

the use of grammar representations. One of these is that they require us to manually define

all possible atomic actions for generating the robot control commands. Another drawback

is that they require separate control functions for each atomic action and the level of the

control functions can vary according to each action.

In this thesis, we first employ a relatively simple approach that directly maps the robot

control commands to human hand gestures for human-drone interaction. This can be a

good example of the use of a robot for gathering training samples to minimize the knowledge
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transfer cost from its perception part. We then introduce a new manipulation network to

regress the target joint angles of the robot arms to generate robot control commands for

imitating human collaborative behaviors.

4.2 FORECASTING HAND GESTURES FOR HUMAN-DRONE IN-

TERACTION

4.2.1 INTRODUCTION

Our first application scenario is building an early recognition-based control system for

human-drone interaction. The main objective of this research is to identify human hand

gestures one second before they are actually completed, based on our perception component

described in Section 3.1, and generate drone control commands to respond to the hand ges-

tures. The hypothesis behinds this approach is that early recognition of human activities

may help build more natural human-robot interaction, since it enables robots to respond

quickly to a human partner.

In this application scenario, we introduce a dataset of humans interacting with a drone

(Parrot AR.Drone 2.0) through gestures, and use it to train our activity learning approach.

We consider two interaction scenarios with different interaction distances: (1) drone delivery,

in which the person directs a drone to deliver a small object, and (2) self portrait, in which

the person directs the drone to take a photo. We define five hand gestures (selfie, stop,

come, go, change altitude) for the human to use to command the drone, since gestures are

a natural interaction modality [18]. Finally, we experimentally confirm that our approach

enables a drone to forecast future human gestures and generates the drone control commands

according to the gestures.
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Figure 4.1: We employ the future regression network proposed in Section 3.1 to forecast a human
partner’s future gestures.

4.2.2 APPROACH: INTERACTIVE CONTROL BASED ON FORECAST-

ING HAND GESTURES

We employ our fully convolutional future regression network which we described in Section

3.1 to forecast a human partner’s future gestures given the first few video frames of the

gestures, and then perform a corresponding drone control command for each hand gesture.

Figure 4.1 illustrates our adaption of that network for our this application scenario. As a

reminder, the approach consists of three deep neural networks. The first row extracts visual

features from the frames observed so far, the second row uses these to predict the visual

features of a frame one second in the future, and then the third row uses these predicted

features to classify the gesture in that “hallucinated” frame. The network in the second
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Figure 4.2: Hand gestures for ‘come’ and ‘go’ to interact with a drone. Since we collect our interaction
videos using a real drone and directly map drone control commands for each hand gesture, we can
avoid the knowledge transfer problem in this scenario.

row of Figure 4.1 thus can be trained without gesture labels, although they are required to

classify hand gestures.

4.2.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Datasets

Human-Drone Interaction (HDI) Videos: We train the network on a new dataset of

human-drone interaction videos consisting of 5 participants in two human-drone interaction

scenarios (drone delivery and taking a self-portrait). We used the front-facing camera of

the Parrot AR.Drone 2.0 for collecting the videos with a resolution of 1280 × 720 at 30fps.

Both scenarios were one-on-one interactions in which participants were told to direct the

drone using five pre-defined hand gestures (selfie, stop, come, go, and change altitude).

Each participant had 2-3 opportunities to interact with the drone for each scenario, and

each interaction lasted about 1-3 minutes, yielding a total of 22 videos with 57,097 frames.

We manually annotated 3,020 frames with ground-truth gesture labels, creating around

600 frames per gesture for training the network. Figure 4.2 shows the examples of ‘come’

and ‘go’ gestures in our dataset. Since we use the same drone for both collecting training
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Figure 4.3: Confusion matrix of our gesture forecasting.

examples and testing, we can avoid the knowledge transfer problem in this scenario for

generating drone control commands to interact with people.

Hand Gesture Forecasting

We first trained the gesture recognition system on our Human-Drone Interaction videos to

recognize hands in current frames, using only the annotated frames, and randomly split-

ing them into training (2,014 frames) and test (1,006). This achieved 99.1% accuracy in

recognizing the current gesture on the test set.

Once the network in the first row of Figure 4.1 had been trained, we used it to extract

scene representations from all frames of the videos. We then trained the future regression

network in the second row of Figure 4.1 using the extracted scene features. Since this

training process does not require any ground truth labels, we used all frames of the videos

(two-thirds for training and the rest for evaluation). In the test phase, the regression network
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was coupled with the hand gesture recognition network (third row) to predict future hand

gestures given observations.

Figure 4.3 shows the confusion matrix of our hand gesture forecasting. We observe that

our approach gives about 53.86% accuracy in predicting future human hand gestures one

second ahead of time (compared to a random baseline of 20.0%), although it performed

poorly on forecasting the ‘stop’ gesture. This result may be explained by the fact that

participants used the ‘stop’ gesture in many different situations (i.e., when the drone was

moving too far or approaching too close). The system also often confused ‘change altitude’

with the ‘go’ gesture, since pre-motions of these two gestures look similar.

4.3 HUMAN-ROBOT COLLABORATIONWITH AHUMANOID ROBOT

4.3.1 INTRODUCTION

Our second application scenario is building the control function to move robot arms to

imitate the collaborative behaviors learned from the human demonstration videos, using

the proposed perception component which we described in Section 3.1.

Given a current video frame, we can predict approximate hand locations of the camera

wearer based on the proposed perception component. On the basis of this prediction, our

objective is to generate robot motor control commands to move the robot hands into the

predicted camera wearer’s estimated future hand locations. However, a major obstacle with

this approach is that the information provided by the perception component is insufficient

for moving robot hands. A robot needs hand locations in the 3D world frame to move to,

but the perception component only gives future hand location in 2D image coordinates.

We therefore construct a new regression network for mapping predicted 2-D human hand

locations in image coordinates to the actual motor control commands for the robot arms.

We use a humanoid robot (Baxter Research robot) as our hardware platform, then exper-
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Figure 4.4: Robot manipulation component of our approach. It generates robot control commands
given current robot joint state, current robot hand locations, and predicted future robot hand
locations.

imentally confirm our approach through a user study with two human-robot collaboration

scenarios.

4.3.2 APPROACH: MANIPULATION NETWORK FOR IMITATING

HUMAN BEHAVIORS

We introduce a new regression network (m) that maps the predicted 2-D camera wearer’s

future hand locations in image coordinates to the actual motor control commands for moving

the robot arms to that location.

The main assumption here is that a video frame from a robot’s camera will have a

similar viewpoint to the first-person view point in our human videos, allowing us to take

advantage of the trained model for predicting the “robot” hand locations in the future.

ŶRt ' Ŷt (4.1)

where, ŶRt represents robot hand locations and Ŷt represents human hand locations at

time t.

Figure 4.4 shows the robot manipulation network of our approach for this application

scenario. With this assumption, our manipulation network (m) predicts future robot joint

states (Ẑt+∆) given current robot joint states (Ẑt), robot hand locations (ŶRt), and future
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hand locations (ŶRt+∆) telling where the robot’s hands should move to. This network can

be formulated with the below function:

Ẑt+∆ = mθ(Ẑt, ŶRt, ŶRt+∆). (4.2)

It predicts future robot joint states given current robot joint states, robot hand locations,

and future hand locations telling where the robot’s hands should move to. It consists of

seven fully connected layers having the following number of hidden units for each layer: 32,

32, 32, 16, 16, 16, 7. The weights (θ) of this network can be obtained in the same way used

for our perception networks:

θ∗ = arg min
θ

∑
j,t

‖mθ(Ẑ
j
t , Ŷ

j
Rt, Ŷ

j
Rt+∆)− Ẑjt+∆‖

2
2 (4.3)

where Ẑjt indicates robot joint states at time t from training episode j, and Ŷj
Rt represents

robot hand locations at time t from training episode j.

The combination of our perception component and this manipulation network provides

a real-time robotics system that takes raw video frames as its input and generates motor

control commands for activity execution. Our manipulation network can be replaced with

standard Inverse Kinematics, but our neural network-based model can potentially generate

more natural arm movements by considering the desired location of the robot’s end-effectors

as well as joint configuration sequences (i.e., unlabeled robot logs described in the next

section).

4.3.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We built a real-time robotics system based on the combination of our perception component

and manipulation network that takes video frames from the robot camera and generates
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robot control commands for performing the learned collaborative behaviors. The proposed

system operates in slow real-time (∼100 ms per frame) using one Nvidia Pascal Titan X

GPU, and thus we can conduct real-time human-robot collaboration experiments based on

our system. In this section, we will present our real-time robot experiments for evaluating

our entire system with human participants.

Datasets

Unlabeled Robot Activity Log Files: We prepared this dataset to train our robot

manipulation component. It contains 50 robot log files, each of which records the robot’s

hand positions (u, v) in an image plane and the robot’s corresponding joint angles at time t.

We recorded these log files by having a human operator move the robot arms (i.e., the human

grabbed the robot arms and moved them). We obtained such robot joint configuration

sequences while moving the robot to cover possible arm motion during general human-

robot interaction tasks. Here, we assume that the robot is supposed to operate in a similar

environment during testing. Note that this data was not recorded in an interaction scenario

(i.e., just the robot itself was moving), and no annotation regarding the activity or motion

was provided. We used a Baxter research robot for recording these files. The Baxter has

seven degree-of-freedom arms, so each file contains 9 variables for each arm (seven for joint

angels and two for the robot hand positions in an image plane). In order to estimate

the robot’s hand position in the image plane, we projected the 3-D positions of Baxter’s

grippers into the image plane (based on camera calibration) and recorded the projected

(u, v) positions with 7 joint angles at 30 Hz.

Baselines

In addition to our approach (i.e., our perception component + manipulation component),

we designed and implemented the following three baselines and compared our approach
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Method Task 1 Task 2 Average

Base SSD + Base control 1.25 ± 0.43 2.21 ± 1.41 1.72 ± 0.92

Base SSD + Our control 1.50 ± 0.96 2.33 ± 1.60 1.92 ± 1.28

Our perception + Base control 2.33 ± 1.18 2.25 ± 1.36 2.29 ± 1.27

Ours 3.17 ± 1.40 3.42 ± 1.61 3.29 ± 1.50

Table 4.1: The success level of our human-robot collaboration

with them: (i) Base SSD + Base control uses the baseline SSD with future annotations

as a perception component and the base manipulation network that directs maps current

hand locations in the image plane to the current seven joint angles. We trained the base

manipulation network on the same robot activity log files described in Section 4.1. (ii)

Base SSD + Our control uses SSD with future annotations as the perception component

and our manipulation component to generate motor commands. (iii) Our perception +

Base control used our perception component to predict future hand locations and the base

control network for manipulation.

Evaluation

We recruited a total of 12 participants (5 undergraduate and 7 graduate students) from the

campus of Indiana University-Bloomington, and asked them to interact with our Baxter

according to our two collaboration scenarios (clearing the table for a partner and preparing

a trivet for a cooking pan) with four different robotics control algorithms (three baselines

and our proposed approach). Each participant thus had 8 opportunities (2 scenarios × 4

different robotics systems) to interact with the robot and each interaction took about 2 - 3

minutes. These experiments were conducted in a realistic but controlled environment, and

we randomly ordered the robotics control algorithms Each subject therefore was exposed

to the system in a different order.

After these interactions, participants were asked to complete a questionnaire about the
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Figure 4.5: Qualitative results of our real-time robot experiments. There are two examples: clearing
the table, and pushing the trivet toward the person. In each example, the first row shows the exact
frames used as inputs to our robot (taken from a robot camera), and the second row shows the robot
and the human from a 3rd person viewpoint. The frames were captured every second.

robot behaviors for each task. The questionnaire had two statements (one statement for

each activity) with scales from 1 (totally do not agree) to 5 (totally agree) to express their

impression of the robot behaviors: “I think the robot cleared the table to make a space for

me” for task 1 and “I think the robot passed a trivet closer to me so that I can put the

cooking pan on it” for task 2.

Table 4.1 shows the results, indicating that our participants evaluated our approach

performed better on both tasks. We received a higher average score of 3.29 compared to all

the baselines (1.72, 1.92, and 2.29) from the participants. Examples of our real-time robot

experiments with human subjects are illustrated in Fig. 4.5.

4.4 A CASE STUDY FOR BUILDING A SOCIABLE ROBOT

4.4.1 INTRODUCTION

So far we have focused on methods to learn human activities from demonstration videos,

and how to transfer the learned knowledge for building intelligent systems for robots. Let
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us now turn to the topic of building “interactive” systems.

In this section, we present a case study of designing a sociable drone for natural human-

drone interaction. We explore the critical factors for successful human-drone interaction in

a social scenario through a focus group interview, and discuss our findings and suggestions

to build a sociable drone.

Drones have developed rapidly in the past few years and have been applied to many social

scenarios, such as delivery services [3], ping-ping play [81], and jogging companions [40].

However, despite the growing interest, only a few studies have tried to discover how people

interact with them [105]. Furthermore, most of this work focuses on gesture recognition

to control drones [18, 79], despite that there are many other important factors such as the

drone’s movements, appearance, and distance that could influence whether and how people

engage in the interaction [28].

In this case study, we aim to explore the designable factors that could make a drone

more acceptable in social scenarios. Few studies have investigated design considerations

for people’s interaction with a flying robot, so, many interesting research questions still

remain, such as how drone’s behavior and its appearance change people’s perception of it.

Therefore, we conduct a user study to observe how people respond to drones when it is

flying at a close distance to interact with them.

4.4.2 APPROACH: CARD SORTING WITH FOCUS GROUP INTER-

VIEW

Research Method Design

To understand people’s impressions and feelings of a moving drone, we conducted a user

study with 4 participants (3 females, 1 male) in a simulated domestic environment. Each

participant had a chance to interact with a drone (Parrot AR Drone 2.0) according to
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A drone delivery service

The object to be delivered

Figure 4.6: An example of our experimental setup with the drone. We place a small object on top of
the drone for our experimental scenario and manually controlled the drone during the interaction.
Each participant was finally asked to pick up the object from the drone.

our interaction scenario in which people send a drone to deliver small objects to a specific

person or area for a social event. All participants were recruited via email advertisement

and received no remuneration.

During the interaction, we manually controlled the drone. First, we attached a small

plate to the top of the drone and put a small object as the object to be delivered to the

participant. After that we lifted the drone about five feet away from the participant, and

then we moved it to approach the subject until it was close enough for the subject to reach

the object from the drone. Once the the drone approached the subject, we finally asked the

person to pick up the object, and then we moved the drone back to the starting position.

The whole scenario for each participant lasted about 5 minutes on average. To protect

people and the drone, we placed a foam hull (with black and green camouflage patterns) on

the drone and stopped the experiment if requesting.

After the interaction with the drone, we conducted a card sorting session, in which

we asked participants to write words to describe the drone and their feelings about it on
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Figure 4.7: We conducted a card sorting session and categorized the collected words into four
different groups.

notes. We then conducted a focus group interview with our participants to understand their

experiences of interacting with the drone. Interview questions included topics such as any

discomfort they felt during the interaction and why, how they felt about the interaction

distance and the appearance of the drone, etc. Each interview lasted about 40 minutes.

4.4.3 FINDINGS

Card Sorting Session

We categorized the collected words into four groups after conducting the card sorting ses-

sion: drone’s physical properties and behaviors, social roles, drone’s emotional status, and

participant’s feelings of the interaction.

Overall, participants expressed negative impressions about the drone in the card sorting

session. We found a significant number of notes as indicating “unpredictable” or “unstable”

as the most notable traits of the drone. They also described the drone as noisy, windy, break-
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able, and fast. In addition, we found some of them described the drone’s flying behaviors

as a reflection of the drone’s emotional status (e.g. angry, nervous and fierce). Participants

also made interpretations of social roles regarding drone’s appearance and behavior. They

thought the drone was for “military” and “army,” or looked like a “servant.”

Focus Group Interview

We were able to better understand why they felt this negative emotions by following the

focus group interview. Some participants thought that the drone was intrusive since it

moved too fast and sometimes too close to them. Furthermore, some mentioned that they

preferred to approach the drone themselves once the drone stopped at a certain distance for

picking up the delivered object. These results are likely to be related to the unpredictability

of the drone’s behavior, since the drone seemed most stable when it was hovering at a static

position.

The participants also mentioned the appearance of the drone, and that it reminded

them of military. This may be explained by the fact that we used the foam hull which

had black and green camouflage patterns for the experiments. They expected the drone

to adopt modern design, and have a “cool” appearance. One participant even suggested

saying the drone business look to make it appear more reliable. Noticeably, when discussing

preferable appearances, participants rejected the suggestion of “cuteness.” They felt it was

too counter-intuitive since cuteness did not match with drone’s behaviors.

4.4.4 DISCUSSION

Our findings reflected participants’ concerns about potential dangers when interacting with

a drone they could not predict. Participants also stated that they felt the drone intruded on

them if it approached too closely without their consent. Results also indicated that people

felt uncomfortable and even frightened by a drone’s appearance. To mitigate this issue, we
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present the several design suggestions to encourage better human-drone interaction.

1. Showing Your Intentions

A drone needs to show its intention to make the interaction comfortable and secure. Such

social cues could be particularly important important in the interaction with a drone, since

its behavior could be more unpredictable than mobile robots because it moves in a three

dimensional space. Therefore, having a drone shows its intention to subjects such as the

intended direction of motion and/or speed would be desirable.

2. Respecting to Personal Space

Our interview findings imply that people want to have a sense of control of the interaction

process, especially in their personal space. Therefore, designers should leave enough space

and give enough controls to users when designing the human-drone interaction procedure.

3. A Friendly Appearance

In our interview, participants mentioned that the original appearance reminded them of

military. Therefore, designers should try to generate a friendlier appearance. For example,

participants mentioned they would like a modern design or business look. Designers should

follow the design rules of transforming the drones into the objects we normally encounter

in daily life.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

5.1 THESIS SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this thesis we have addressed the problem of activity learning from human demonstrations

for building intelligent and interactive systems. Our approach is based on the research

paradigm of robot learning from demonstration (LfD) with video demonstrations, which

attempts to enable an intelligent agent to autonomously learn a new skill by watching

demonstrations itself. We used Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based approaches

to capture the spatio-temporal structure of the demonstration videos and interpreted the

demonstrated human actions based on hands movements. By using hands as medium to

model human activities, we were able to understand the demonstrated human behaviors in

the videos and reduce the correspondence problem for building diverse intelligent systems,

from interactive robots to intelligent piano tutoring systems.

We also have proposed to use wearable cameras to collect human activity videos in

order to take advantage of the information in first-person perspectives, such as the camera

wearer’s intentions and experiences, and the in viewpoint similarity with a robot’s visual

input. We showed that these types of videos helped to reduce cost of transferring knowledge

from an intelligent agent’s perception system to its control system.

In Chapter 2, we reviewed background and related work on LfD while focusing on

learning collaborative tasks. We surveyed several attempts to build better communication
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frameworks between robots and humans using various signals from non-verbal cues like facial

expressions to human/robot gestures and motions. We also explored another interesting

research method, Interactive/Active learning, which considers a robot as an active partner

that can provide feedback to the human user. We then wrapped up this chapter by briefly

reviewing the common theoretical issues and the challenges.

In Chapter 3, we presented our CNN based perception components for observing various

demonstration videos. We first introduced a novel fully convolutional network to analyze

human hand movements in the videos of two people collaborating. The core idea of the

proposed network was to extract scene representations from the intermediate layers of the

network and use them to capture spatial-temporal information of the demonstrated human

behaviors. We experimentally showed that our approach was able to capture the temporal

structure of human activity and reliably predict the future locations of hands.

In the next section, we extended the proposed network by adding a separate temporal

stream with motion-domain features to the original network for analyzing state changes

of objects in videos of daily activity. The aim of this study was to understand how the

objects near us will be moved according to daily activities. In the experimental results, we

confirmed that our object forecast approach reliably estimated the future locations of hands

and objects in the video and showed that it significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art

future object presence forecast method on a public dataset.

In the last section of this chapter, we proposed another novel audio-visual fusion network

for analyzing people playing a piano. The proposed network was designed to determine

which notes on a piano are being played at any moment in time, and identify fingers used

to press notes. We formulated this problem as object detection with multi-task learning,

and demonstrated that our approach was able to detect pressed piano keys and the piano

player’s fingers with high accuracy.
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In Chapter 4, we presented two different methods for providing proper responses to

human activities beyond perceiving them. We first showed a relatively simple method which

directly maps the robot control commands to each human hand gesture for controlling a

drone, and then introduced a new regression network to generate robot control commands

for moving robot arms on a humanoid robot. Our study results confirmed that the robot

was able to infer its motor control plan for generating learned collaborative behaviors based

on the combination of perception and manipulation networks.

Finally, we reported our case study result to discuss building “interactive” systems.

The purpose of this case study was to explore the critical factor for successful human-

drone interaction in social scenarios. We conducted a user study to understand people’s

impressions and feelings of a moving drone, and then reported the participants’ concerns

about interacting with it. We then suggested some design implications to migrate their

concerns and make drone more acceptable in social scenarios.

5.2 FUTURE WORK

Although this dissertation addressed many important issues of learning human activities

for building intelligent and interactive systems, the study is limited by not handling many

human-centric and pedagogical issues for our intelligent piano tutoring systems. It also has

many technical limitations. For example, a robot cannot semantically understand human

behaviors based on our approaches even though it is able to imitate the human actions.

Moreover, our approaches also have limited ability to handle the knowledge transfer prob-

lem, since they still require a separate training phase with a hardware platform to employ

the learned knowledge from the video demonstrations. However, since the scope of this

thesis is broad, we focused on building better perception components in this dissertation.

As future work, we first plan to revise some of our perception components to employ
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some additional information to improve the recognition performance. For example, we have

not utilized the temporal information of activities to obtain the pianist’s finger movements

for our intelligent piano tutoring system in Chapter 3.

To mitigate the knowledge transfer problem in robot activity learning, we plan to use

both human videos and robot videos which not only contain human hands, but also the

robot hands, for more accurate scene representations.

Finally, we plan to conduct a user study to determine the effects of early recognition for

human-robot interaction. Since most papers so far present just the technical approaches

without investigating the effects of early recognition on human-robot interaction using ac-

tual subjects, we believe our study will explore people’s attitudes towards early recognition

and the limitations of the current state-of-the-art future forecasting approaches.
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